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CIhAPTER I

ITRODUCT ION

Within recent years, and particularly since the begin-

ningr of the Second World bar, there has been a growing reali-

zation of the need for better understanding among the peoples

of the world. In the western hemisphere our Good Neighbor

policy has done something toward fostering good will and un-

derstanding, but much remains to be done.

People who live with and come into close contact with

our -neighbors to the south, have realized this need all the

while. There can be no better place than the public schools

to begin during the early years of both Anglo and Latin-

American children an understanding of the background, culture

and thinking of the two races. It is possible to do a great

deal toward this by using school program material based on

themes of vexican culture for assembly programs in which all

the children may participate or witness.

It is true that more and more material is being pub-
lished all the time, but only a part of it can be used

specifically for the intermediate grades. Therefore, it

shall be the purpose of the writer to prepare program
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material appropriate for school use which will interest, in-

struct and contribute toward mutual understanding of both

the Latin-American and Anglo-American child.

This program material has been incorporated into ten

musical plays, the themes, dances and songs of which have

been gleaned from a great amount of reading material,

stories related by Mexican people, legends told by pioneer

Anglo residents of the Lower Rio Grande Valley, and ideas

that have been presented by students. Most valuable material

was secured from the Spanish Music Center of New York City,

the Pan American Union of Washington, D. C., the Library of

Congress of Washington, D. C., the Spanish Consul of San An-

tonio, Texas, and from lectures of and interviews with Miss

Allena Luce, of Puerto Rico and Argentina, whose book,

Canciones Populares, proved quite helpful in the preparation

of this manuscript. Some of the dances used were taught to

the writer by Spanish-speaking girls; others are original.

It is the purpose of the writer to organize , this mate-

rial into plays which may be of service to any teacher who

intends to present a program, in the intermediate grades,

dealing with some phase of Latin and Anglo-American relations.

Chapter I sets forth the problem, purpose and organiza-

tion of this thesis, and a statement of the writer's teaching

position. Chapter II gives an historical survey of Mexico
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and Mexican music. The aforementioned plays constitute the

third chapter. Chapter IV is the conclusion.

The school in which the writer is employed is located

in Edinburg, Texas, county seat of Hidalgo County. This

county touches the Rio Grande River on the south, and Edinburg

itself is only sixteen miles from Mexico. This part of the

state is called the "Lower Rio Grande Valley," a section of

citrus groves, vegetable fields and palm trees.

Edinbugg is a city of approximately 10,000 people. Its

population has increased one hundred per cent in the last ten
1

years. It is a moderately progressive city that has grown up

about the county courthouse and the school system. Packing

plants for fruits and vegetables, canning plants for citrus

juices and vegetables, and citrus nurseries make up the larger

businesses. The greater part of the large incomes are made

from citrus, vegetables, ranching and some oil interests

scattered about the area. In the vicinity near Edinburg

may be found the groves and vegetable farms, but beginning

a few miles north of the city the ranching land is more in

evidence than the others. Iuch of this land is covered with

a more or less dense growth of mesquite, cacti, retama,

huisache, anaqua, ebony, yucca, cenisa, tippejuaje, acacia

I
"Edinburg, the Gateway to the Rio Grande Valley,"

Bulletin of Jhe Edinburg Chmber of Commerce, 1945.
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and a great number of thorny plants that seem to be unnamed.

Valley hunters scrape through these trees and shrubs when

hunting for white wing and deer.

Edinburg is near the northern edge of the developed

citrus land,and to the north through the ranch lands it is

sixty-three miles to the next town of more than six or eight

houses. That town is Falfurrias.

The temperature of the valley lends itself to easy and

comfortable living and makes it possible to raise a great

abundance of plant life. The flowers grow in great profusion

and in every color known to flowers. Some winters never know

frost, and a freeze is almost never bad enough to harm the

citrus trees.

Of the people who live in Edinburg, about sixty per cent

are Latin-American, that is, people of Mexican parentage.

Many of them have been born here, and their fathers and mothers

before them; yet, many are still citizens of Mexico. A good

many of the laborers have entered illegally by swimming the

Rio Grande and they are termed "wetbacks.I"

Despite the preponderance of Mexicans in the town, very

few of the important positions are held by them. A few of

them hold such positions as lawyers, doctors, county of-

fices, bank tellers, pharmacists, and a few teaching positions,

and of course, ministers. These are in the minority when



compared to the janitors, street cleaners, filling

station attendants, cotton, fruit and vegetable pickers to

be found among them.

They live in all kinds of homes from the poorest to the

nicest, but the majority live fairly poorly. The poorest

often live in one-room shacks without windows or doors and

with a dirty blanket hanging over the only opening. A few

thatched roofs are to be seen, and occasionally even one

built of discarded box siding without any floor can be found.

These houses grow progressively better from this variety un-

til a few of the families of means have homes with hardwood

floors, good furniture and venetian blinds.

Some of the poorer homes have no method for heating, and

on cold days the entire family may be seen clustered about a

little fire built just outside the door. Much of the coo4-

ing is done outside and almost all the washing of clothes.

On one city lot, there are often three or four small houses.

With so many children, the remaining ground is worn as

smooth as a floor and the tidier women sweep it clean.

A family of twelve or fourteen is not unusual and a

family of five is small. The father is pressed to provide

for so many with the money he can earn; so, as soon as the

little boys are big enough to carry a small wooden box and

know enough English to say "shine," they are sent out on the

Wq "WO F alm" i Rim
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streets looking for shoe shining customers. From early

childhood, the Mexican child knows a pressing need for money,

and learns that procuring it is of first importance.

The Mexicans live together in groups of houses and as-

sociate together almost exclusively. This is as much our

fault as theirs because we object to having them live in

the same neighborhood since their homes are usually not

very nice and they have too many children. Another difficulty

arises in the fact that many of the Mexicans never learn to

speak English or speak it so brokenly that it can hardly be

understood.

The Edinburg school system is composed of three primary

schools, one intermediate, one junior high, and one senior

school, a junior college and several outlying elementary

schools in nearby small communities. The three primary schools

are scattered about over the town. One is for Latin-American

children only, another is for both Latin-American and Anglo-

American children and the third is for Negro children. There

are 125 teachers employed in this system.

There is a central campus where most of the schools are

located, and it is one of the most attractively arranged and

landscaped campuses in the valley. Irrigation provides the

necessary moisture to raise a heavy lawn, many trees, flowers

and vines that climb over a number of the buildings. On this

campus, of ten city blocks, there are nine buildings and a

fine athletic field and stadium.
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This is an extremely large school district, having an
2

area of 945 square niles. This is larger than any one of

166 counties in the state.

It is necessary to operate thirty-three buses in order

to reach all the children that live in small communities

that do not support a school Of their own. The ranch

lands to the north and west have no settlements of any size.

Some children ride as much as sixty-five miles per day in

getting to and from school.

On March 1, 1945, 4,155 children were in attendance in
3

the schools of this system. This total does not seem im-

posing when the scholastic census for the school year,1944-

1945, shows that there are 5,900 children that should be

attending this school. About one fourth of the enrollment

was in the first grade and more than half the enrollment
4

was in the first three grades. From these figures can be

drawn a picture of the attendance record of this system.

One of the principal problems of this school is to keep

children in school. The Anglo-American children attend as

well as in other places, but the Latin-American children

drop out too soon. The great need for money is the root of

the trouble, for school must always be second in comparison

to the making of money.

2
Statement by Rigmor Leffland, personal interview.

Ibid. 4ThIrA
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Even in the first years when the child is too small to

do manual labor, the parents think nothing of keeping the

child at home to help with the washing, ironing, to take

care of the sick, or to take care of the babies while the

mother works. As the child grows, he begins to pick vegetables,

cotton, or fruits, which takes him out of school for whole

seasons. At about the age of eleven or twelve, he is large

enough to do heavy work and can earn almost as much as his

father; so he may quit altogether. Girls often quit along

about this time, too, to do housework as maids. By the time

they are fifteen, many of them are married.

In other places in the United States, truant officers

would be out after children of this age who are out of

school. Here, however, there are so many of these children

that the officers could never find them all, and if they did,
the parents would claim that they needed them to help sup-

port the family and they would be allowed to stay out by

law. Besides these reasons, a great amount of cheap help is

needed in the valley, for planting, irrigating and harvest-

ing the variety of crops. Because of this, relatively few

Mexicans finish high school, Apparently there is no remedy

for this situation other than a great improvement of the

Mexican's economic status,

Often the Latin-American child is poorly dressed. This

is particularly true in the early grades; however, there are
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remarkable exceptions. He is frequently reared in insani-

tary conditions which cause a high incidence of lice,

ring-worm and itch. He is improperly fed, eating beans and

tortillas at almost every meal, which may not be as often

as three times a day. This leads to malnutrition, bad

teeth, and anemia. He does not always get medical care

when he should, although more is being done along this line

than along the other two. It has been found that telling

these children to keep clean and eat properly balanced

meals does little good. They have to be taught by actual ex-

perience. In the Latin-American primary school, the children

are given showers in warm weather and given balanced meals

at noon for five and ten cents.

Because of many of these things, the Anglo-American

child looks on the Latin-American as inferior. Even if this

were true, it would be an unhealthful attitude for him to

hold. There is no reason to think that the Mexican would be

at all inferior if he had the same advantages as the Anglo.

It must be granted that many of our border Mexicans are not

cultured, educated or refined, as we would wish, but they can-

not improve as long as we regard them as inferiors fit only

for servants and menials. Even the better class of Mexican

is not accepted socially because he is lumped together with

the poorer class and dismissed as "just a Mexican."
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The writer's teaching position is in the intermediate

school as the teacher of music-auditorilim work. This

course does not include the teaching of music notation read-

ing but the development of the pupil through rote singing,

public speaking, presenting plays, listening to recorded

music and some bodily expression. Classes include fourth,

fifth, and sixth grades. The children's ages range from nine

to seventeen years, although this school should have those

from nine to twelve, only. This situation is caused by

retarded pupils who have stayed out of school to work during

a part of each year and could not be promoted.

In a day's time, the writer meets six classes and a

choral club, each period being fifty minutes long. During a

year's time she teaches almost all of the students in this

building; since the science, music, and art teachers rotgte

students every twelve weeks. By the end of the year, she

has taught about 550 students.

Since it is her purpose to help the Latin-American child

and the Anglo-American child to understand one another bet-

ter, her position lends itself well to this purpose through

the use of plays, songs, recordings, singing games, and

dances.

The writer has used a large number of Spanish songs,
dances, and plays, both borrowed and original, which have been

built into assembly programs. This creates occasions for
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using pretty .iMexican costumes and for dressing well in them,

thereby producing a pleasing effect. It brings the dis-

cussion of Mexico and the Mexicans at their best before the

class as so mething of which to be proud.

If the Xerican child is to be a desirable citizen o

the United States, he uust feel that he is a part of it and

accepted by those about Iim This is not a great "cure all,"

ut it may be a step in the right direction. It is the writer's

desire to add to the materials which may help to cement a greater

feeling of understanding and unity between the peoples of the

United States and of Mexico



CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL SURVEY

Those of us who live in the same community with Latin-

American people come to the realization of our need to un-

derstand them better. Our national program of better un-

derstanding between the United States and Mexico is proved

to be necessary to anyone who sees these people daily and

feels the differences in our background.

There is much too wide a gap between our peoples, too
much ill will because of a lack of understanding. It is
probably not all our fault that this condition exists, for
these people live to themselves (partly because we purpose-

fully isolate them), speak only their own language, with
only those of school age learning our language, work at

the most menial tasks. We prefer Anglos, so the Latin-

American takes what he can get.

The schools of the Valley try to bridge this gap, but
so far as one may observe, they are the only institutions

making any effort along this line.

"Ve, in the States, see the poorer classes, since it is
they who wish to move to places of "greater opportunity*"

However, that does not mean that they are inferior

12
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mentally, and that they cannot learn our ways and become good

citizens if the people of the United States show them a

sympathetic understanding and try to help them in schools,

in business, and in daily living.

To reach a place where we can feel prepared to help

the Mexican within our borders, we must first learn a little

about him; how he lives, what he believes, how he thinks

and why. As a rule, we do these things in a general manner

according to the way our fathers lived, and they according

to their fathers' way of living, and so on from a general

pattern of a whole race.

A look into Mexico enables one to see the reasons for

the characteristics and habits of these people. The

writer's principal concern is not in Mexican history as such,

but in Mexican people and the teaching of Mexican children.

But, in order to find the child, one must know a little of

his background. A brief historical sketch of Mexico is thus

in order. Through this may be seen a little of what may be

expected in the way of Mexican culture, music, and art.

Originally, Mexico was inhabited by tribes of roving

Indians, as all the Americas were, apparently. The Aztec

Indians finally became the predominant tribe and built the

Aztec Nation to quite an advanced stage. The old legend

of the settling of the Aztecs on the present site of

Mexico City is very interesting and from it comes the emblem

used on the Mexican flag.
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Into this nation of Indians camee Cortez il 1519, bring-

ing the Spanish and their influence which lasted until 1821,

Latter of soie 302 years. he influence remained, but the

do> inance. of Spain ended at that time. Then this nation

where Indian, Spanish and occasionally some Negro blood

was mixed fell to "fighting it out" among themselves.

rebellion and revolution color all other pictures of exico

until very recently. Mexico, after 1321, became the Re-

public of exico except during times ,hen such men as

General ntonio Lopez de Santa Anna declared himself" dicta-

tor. At this time, Texas, a part of Uexico, rebelled, and

soon after the liexican war joined the United States in 1845.

From 1856 to 1359, the -overnment stopped the control

of the Catholic Church. This brought an added revolution

in which nrland, Sain, and hrance took part. The first

two withdrew, but France tried to keep control of iexico.

aximilian of Hapsburg vas made Emperor of exico, and tur-

bulence broke out in earnest. Although the United States was

busily engaged with its internal strife of the Civil tar,

she was not unmindful of what was happening to her neighbor

to the south. ien the United States hinted that such a

move on the part of France was strictly in violation of the

Monroe Doctrine, the French decided to withdraw, leaving

Maximilian to be sihot by a firing squad.

f ollowing ximilian, five leaders appeared, each
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heralded by rebellion or revolution in an attempt to control

this leaderless country. All became president for a little

while, one for twenty-six minutes duration, but the last of

these, Obregon, was successful in remaining as president for

some years, and the country left off fighting almost entire-

ly, perhaps from general exhaustion. Following Obregon as

president, came Calles, then Lzaro Cardenas from 1934 to
1

1940 and now Avila Camacho.

This is a turbulent background of many races, creeds,

religions, superstitions, and has produced a veritable patch-

work quilt of design, music, legend, and so on. These are

people with a great love of the artistic. They are romantic

beyond our understanding, and they are one of the most pleas-

ure-loving and pleasure-seeking races of the world. Their

greatest pleasure is found in dancing and singing in their

bright costumes, to the music of native instruments.

Costumes vary in style from one district to another,

but all are colorful and gay. Their music, as other arts,

has grown from this history of mixed nationalities.

Hubbard says this:

Scientists differ widely in their opinions of
the origin of the races which have populated Mexico.
Alexander von Humbolt claims to have recognized among

y
Ienry A. Phillips, Ne 2sin for Old MdexjgQ pp

Y"Y pt
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the Mexicans unmistakable evidence of the Iongol type.
Fetis, in his Histoire Gen rale de laMLusiue
strongly insists upon recognizing very ancient in-
fluences of the Semitic element; and a careful com-
parative study of tjie musical scale of these peoples,
as well as the characteristics of their melodies, re-veals a close contact with the later Asiatic type. 2

Eleanor Hague, in her book, QAnish American Folk

jongs, states that Spanish music had become highly developed

by the time Mexico was colonized. It had felt the influence

of the troubadour spirit and there was much popular music,
too, born of the Spaniard's love of dancing and singing.

The Arab had added his bit to Spanish music, since a good many
3Arab teachers lived in Spain.

This was the music brought to the Aztec country from the

old country. Following intermarriage with the Indian people,
a new music began to develop, a true folk music that was

neither quite Spanish nor Indian. Transportation was diffi-

cult and there were many remote settlements where the people

could look only to themselves for their music and dances, and

an individual type of folk song appeared. Almost none of the

folk songs can be traced to any Spanish folk song and found

to be in its original form. The Habanera shows Negro influence,

2
.. L. Hubbard, Editor, American Itlr and Encyclopedia

of jjsjg, Foreign usic, p.6.~

3
Eleanor Hague, Spgnish American Fol Songs, p. II.
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while at times even Moorish influences can be found.

A different opinion is expressed by Hubbard in his

American Histor and Engyclopedia f Muijwhich states that

there is no Mexican national music; that Aztec melodies have

been set to Spanish rhythms. Even the National anthem,

"Hir1 no Nacional Mexicano,t" was composed by Jaime Nuno, a
4

well-known Spanish composer.

Music was used in an effort to convert the Indians to

the Christian religion. The doctrine of salvation was

translated into the native tongue and sung to the accompani-

ment of native instruments.

The early instrument throughout Spanish America was the

guitar, or its predecessor, the "bihuela," a guitar-like in-

strument of Moorish origin. The guitar always has been, and

is today, the most beloved instrument of this country.

Another instrument which is used extensively in Mexico is

the bandolon, an oval shaped guitar using eighteen strings,

and is an adaptation of the six4str4ng Spanish guitar. This
6

latter instrument can be found only in Mexico.

4
.;bid., p. 67.

Hague, O. cit., p. 19.

6
Hubbard, Pa. cit., p. 66.
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Other early instruments brought over from Spain were

the violin and the harp. The piano was first imported

about 1840 and the possession of one is still a sign of a
7

comfortable fortune.

Native tribes of Mexico used a drum made of a single

piece of hollowed wood covered with rawhide. Many were very

elaborately carved and jeweled. They were struck with or-
8

dinary drumsticks. For dances, the drum and native reed

instruments were used. Writers variously called them

oboes, flutes and pipes. One writer refers to "pitos"

(pipes) made of clay or stone which were capable of produc-
9

ing a scale of several tones. Another refers to flutes

that were pentatonic and did not correspond to our tempered

scale. Some flutes produced defective scales of diatonic

and chromatic intervals irregularly arranged. Some of these

flutes are still in existence and in a condition so that
10

they can be played.

Although these instruments still exist, no music re-

mains. The Indian also loves the mouth organ and may sit

7 8
Hague, g.. cit., p. 19. Ibid., p. 20

9
Hubbard, 2. . ci., p. 66.

10
Gustavo Duran, Recordins of American Songs and

Dances, p. 42. --

-W
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for hours in the plaza or market place playing this instru-

ment.

Besides these, there are two typical dexican instru-

ments to be found in only one locality, Chiapas. They are

the marimba, to be played by four people and the saltero,

which resembles in tone the European cymbal.

Within the last twenty-five years, phonographs have

become common. Now, no doubt, there are radios in all the

better homes and in some others.

A glimpse of Mexico would not be complete without men-

tion of the fiesta. This is a national institution,and

every community has many; all the national ones and at

least one local fiesta. This is important, musically, be-

cause music and dancing form the background of these affairs.

Religious festivals have been on the decline in Mexico

since the beginning of the twentieth century, as is the

case of religious observations in other countries. In some

localities the fiesta is on the decline because of the long

struggle between the Church and the State. The fiestas fol-

low the Oatholic calendar and the seasons, as planting,har-

vest, and others, Supewtitions caused many villagers or

sets of dancers to make a ritual of appearing in certain

shrines at a certain time. The dancers combined ancient

Hp
Hubbard, 2~. &__1., p. 67.
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Mexican and mediaeval Spanish rituals, due to the influence

of missionaries who preferred their doing something that

appeared religious, rather than their own "Devil Prancing,"

since they insisted on dancing anyfray.

TheatricAl companies performed mostly thee birth of

Christ and the Passion Play, and other religious types in

which Satan appeared prominently. Other plays wer e built

on native myths or memorable events. Ballets were likely

to be of hunts and cock fights.

AI. these werUe a part of the Fair or Fiesta. During

the Io i there was much guitar phyIng, singing of hallads,

as well as rodeos, bull fights, cock fights, and games of

chance. T he people ate, drank, bought and sold, and prayed.

There was a great deal of horse-play. If one wants to see
12the pageantrv of his ancestry, this is it.

Among the people who sing, there are all classes. The

uneducated singer favors the nasal tone quality, and orna-

ents his melodies with grace notes and turns until oc-

casionaLly they almost become unrecognizable. To this he

plays chords or arpeggios on his guitar. He likes suc-

cessions and thirds and never tires of their "sweetness."

The first songs of Spanish America which most of us

learn are "La Paloma" and "La Golondrina." These are known

12
'tnita Brenner, ou r Lexica: oliday, pp.194-197,
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throughout the country as are "Carmen, Carmela," and "Si Va

El Vapor." Others are known only in the particular locality

of their origin.

It is a difficult matter to trace the history of any

folk song. Eleanor Hague says that she has been able to

trace only five melodies back to Spain. The danza and

habanera form of Spain are used extensively in Mexican folk

music, howeter.

Carl Engel finds that in Spain ninety per cent of the

songs are in three-part rhythm, whereas in Mexico It is

used much less frequently. By contrast, the danza rhythm

(two-four time) can be found recurring as often as one in

five or six, instead of one in fifteen as in Spain. 1exico

tends to favor two and three-part rhythms in all their
13

variettee.

Gustavo Duran says that of the hybrid music of Mexico,

the folk music prefers three-four and six-eight time, often

periodically alternated or simultaneous, in accordance

with the "horizontal" concept, contrasting with the "per-

pendicularity" of the harmonic structure. From this a dense

musical texture results that is difficult to describe.

The harmonic base rests almost exclusively on the tonic

13
Mague, gPa cit., p. 20.
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and dominant chords. "The melody, however, moves freely

over all degrees of the scale, producing unprepared dis-

sonant chords, which theoretically could be considered as
14

resulting from retardation, suspension, or appogiatures."

however, this is not the effect on the ear. There is dupli-

cation of the tune in lower or upper thirds running parallel.

Melodic cadence upon the mediant is frequent.

Engel says that among a hundred Spanish tunes, he find.a

seventy-eight in major, twenty in minor, two beginning in

major and ending in minor, but none of the reverse. The

major tunes in Mexico are of about the same proportion and

about a fifth of the total use both tonalities. As a rule,

these go from the minor to the relative major.

The texts of Mexican songs differ widely. Rhyming may

not be true, but it does not matter to them. Some words are

childish, some delightfully naive, and some with a rustic

sense of humor that appear to border on vulgarity to us.

They deal with many subjects, but with this romantic people

we are prepared to find that most of them are love songs.

Most of the love songs are pathetic and concern separation

or hopeless longing.

Dancing and singing are so linked together in all

14
Duran, =. ci., p. 42.
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Spanish countries that it is difficult to classify their
15 .

music.

Probably only the surface of the Latin American music

has been touched, since it has been only in this century

that we have become interested in our neighbors to the

south. Now that we have become interested, it may be that

a whole new field of folk music has been discovered.

There is a greater musical appreciation by the masses

of Mexico than there is in the United States, according to

Hubbard. This is due, in large measure, to the community

band, sponsored and provided for by the government, to be

found in almost every town, which plays classical music in

the plaza. Everyone attends and sits in rapt attention and

enjoys it thoroughly. These people are well acquainted with

opera and have been known to hiss a poor performance. The

opera season in Mexico City may bring as many as six of the
16

world's highest ranking artists.

Until fairly recently, nothing has been done in the way

of developing in a serious way a national music from this

wealth of folk music.

At the beginning of this century, Ricardo Castro was

the leading musician of Mexico. He was a pianist and com-

poser who headed the most important musical institution ,

15 16
Hague, M.- nfl ., pp. 22-24. Hubbard, 2R. cit., p. 68.
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the National Conservatory of Music in Mexico City. The

facilities of this school equal those of the better schools

in this country.

The government has bestowed scholarships, Ahich allowed

four years of study in Europe or in Mexico, to musically

gifted students.

Today, the leading musical figure of Mexico is Sehor

Carlos Chavez. His position is unchallenged. He is the out-

standing conductor and composer, and has been at the head of

the important organizations that have to do with music. It

is believed that he is the first to begin riting a true

world music from the stories of Mexican folk music. He now

heads the National Conservatory ofl Mexico City.17

17
David Ewen, Lzin Musiciaus, p. 8l.



CHAPTER III

TEN MUSICAL PLAYS

The teacher who may plan to present one of these plays

will find that in each play the stage settings are merely

suggested; costuming is given cursory attention, but the

dances are either written out as they were taught to the

writer or a reference is given as to where the steps may be

found.

It has been impossible to treat these matters as fully

as would be desired; for the information in some cases is

so extensive that a second thesis would be required to dis-

cuss them adequately. However, the type of setting would

necessarily be determined by the producer, according to

the location, time and mood of the play, its action, and

the properties available. Thus, it would be impossible to

find information of value except fundamental instruction in

staging.

Literature dealing with Mexican costumes, as listed in

the bibliography, should prove helpful. Among the most ac-

cessible volumes are: The Costume Book for Partie sandPlays,

by JosePh Leeming (including discussions and pictures of both

25
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Mexican and Indian costumes); Mexican and New Mexican Fol

Dances, by Mela Sedillo Brewster; and Anita Brenner's Your

Lexican Hola Other references can be found in Latin

Americai Costumes, which is available from the Pan American

Union in ashington, D. C.

Among the many books which have descriptions and steps

of Mexican dances are the following; jexican nd New jexigAn

Folk Dances, by Mela Sedillo Brewster, with very concise

dance steps and music for each dance; Re ional Dances of

Wexico, by Edith Johnston; Under the Southern Stars, a Latin

American Fiesta by Irma Labastille; Legends and Dances of

d MexIco, by Norma Schwendener and Averil Tibbels; and

Latin American FolkDanes, by Irma Labastille, with an ac-

companying record album.
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HOLIDAY INN OF ]WXICS

(Holiday Inn of Mexico is a pageant in four parts de-

picting four of Mexico's best known and most observed holi-

days. They are Cinco de Mayo ( 5th. of May ), the day

Mexico gained her independence from France; Mes de larfa,

(month of Mary), during which little girls dressed in white

carry bouquets of flowers to the shrines; the birthday of

Juarez, a great Mexican leader; and Dieciseis de Septtenbrg,

(16th. of September), the day Mexico gained her independence

fromSpain.)

Cast

Narrator

Eight girls and eight boys who dance and sing in the first

act, Cinco de Mayo.

Twelve girls who march to the altar in the second scene.

Sixteen altar boys for the second scene, Mes de Maria.

Twelve boys for the drill in the third scene.

Four other boys and eight girls for the third scene, the

Birthday of Jua'rez.

Five girls and five boys who dance the Jarabe Tapatio in

the fourth scene.

Fifteen other children who sing in the fourth scene.

Six girls from the latter group who dance the Chiapanecas

in the fourth scene, Diez y Seis de Septiembre.
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Scene I, Cinco de Mayo

Setting.--A simple setting of a light colored cyclo-

rama curtain, with a large Mexican flag hung in the center

back, just above the heads of the performers.. At the back

corners of the stage on either side, three strips of crepe

paper form a fan, which is wide at the top and narrow at the

bottom. Green, white and red, the colors of the flag, are

to be used. They can be held in place by pins at the top

and thumb tacks in the floor at the bottom.

Time.--No particular time.

(The curtains open and do not close until all four

scenes have been completed. All properties that are needed

are carried on by the characters. When the curtains have

opened to reveal a bare stage, the narrator enters and stands

to the left of the stage.)

NARRATOR: Buenas dfas, Muchachos. We are happy to have you
go with us for a short visit to Mexico. In i exico, there

are many climates, types of land, customs and dress. The
people are fun-loving and all special occasions are made
into days of fiestas and celebration. It is because of this
that we have decided to call this "Holiday Inn of Mexico,"

and to show four celebrations observed throughout Mexico.
Although all parts of the country do not observe therein quite
the same manner and do not dress the same, we will show you
representative songs, dances and customs of the land. The
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first is one of the best known holidays of Mexico. It is

Cinco de mayo, or fifth of May. It commemorates the day

when Mexico won her independence from France. Many dances

and songs are performed in fiestas on this day.

(The narrator exits and the music of QL~lito Lindo

begins.)

Clio LUndo

r 
I 

sner rd mo-re-nC e -1 -to Lmr-do venen n 1f 0-er -

vnp dr oji -Ios r- it -C -to LU'-da e c)ntrdhondi

_uLI cin-a o sq9Ae-grnCe t.oLm-doosco-rm-zon- es

Second Verse

Ese lunar que tienes
Cielito Uindo contra Ia voca
ho se lo des a nadie
Cielito Lindo que a ml me toca.

One boy enters from the left, singing the first verse and

playing, or pretending to play, a guitar. He walks to center

front and looks off toward the right as though he were looking

for someone. When the chorus begins, the other seven boys

enter singing, and form an irregular semi-circle about the

David Stevens and Peter W. Dykema, Sing, p. 45.
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first singer. They look off to right, also. The first boys

sing the second verse alone, and when the chorus begins again,

eight girls enter from the wing on the right, singing with

the boys. The boys go forward to meet their partners, they

join hands and smile at the partner as they return to their

places where the boys were standing. The complete song is re-

peated, with the girls singing the first verse and the boys

singing the second verse, both boys and girls sing the

choruses.

When the song is finished, the music changes to La
2 ~

Costilla, the boys take off their hats and place them on the

floor in two lines running across the stage near the front.

One boy gets two more hats from back-stage so that there are

five hats in each row. Four children take part in the dance

at one time, two partners dancing at the same time. The dance

is done twice, using eight children.

2
When this dance ends, the music of Adeli is begun.

A cl e I tI

_ -i -t u 0_0oc- "Q 4ro Lr. me-df-0 iohbm-la TAce-sra for E

l-b l sl~er-ra5l MSTr r 5s-po- '5"1S-de -tfo fue-Ir mt ri-Jvrp # (

- U __ ~ ~ ____ ___I

Edith Johnston, regional Dances of Mexico, p. 7.
3
Stevens and Dykema, 2R. cit., p. 20.
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The boys pick up their hats and put them on. The partners

move to similar positions as in Qjilitj Zngmbut much

closer to the footlights. All the children sing through this

song standing in this position; then they sing the verse again.

When the chorus begins, the boys move slowly away from their

partners- looking back and as they reach the left exit they

wave sadly to the partner. When the boys have gone, the

girls exit slowly to right in little, sad groups.

Scene II, Mes de Maria

(As soon as the first scene is finished, the music of
4

Hostla Santa is begun. Two boys from back stage carry a

draped altar to the center of the stage and then exit. The

music stops and the narrator enters.)

NARRATOR: Mexico is predomineati4 Catholic, and many of

the observances of the Catholic Church have become important

occasions of the entire country. One of the most beautiful

of these ceremonies is the observance of Mes de Maria. It

means the month of lary. The entire month of May is the

setting for the processions of little girls carrying flowers

to altars all over the land.

The music of Hostia Santa begins again, and from the last

rows of the auditorium rise sixteen altar boys. They march

toward the stage in two lines, two abreast down the center

4
De Mazenod, Qanticos lexicanos, p. 9.
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aisle or down the two side center aisles, depending on the ar-

rangement of the auditorium. Each boy must be careful to keep

even with his partner and well spaced with the boys before and

behind him. If there are steps over the center of the foot-

lights, they are to meet on the floor of the auditorium and

progress up the steps to the stage. If not, they should go

to the side entrances to the stage and meet in center front of

the stage. They walk up to the altars in couples, kneel to-

gether, pause, and rise together. Then they separate and form

straight diagonal lines from the side of the altar to left

and right front, making a V.

Then the last two boys reach the steps to enter the stage,
then the girls should start. Each girl should hold her bourn

quet in both hands and go to the altar in exactly the same way

as the boys except that they form the diagonal lines in front

of the boys. As each girl rises from kneeling, she places her

bouquet upon the altar.

When all the boys5and girls are in place, the music changes

to Gounod's Ave Marla, and the children sing it through in
Latin or Spanish. In the Catholic Church, the music is sung in
Latin, but if preferred, it could be sung with these Spanish

words:
Ave Mar'a, Dids te salve Maria
Llena eres de gracia, el Senor es contigo
Bendita tu eres entre todas las mujeres

Charles Gounod, Ave jaria, sheet music in E flat.
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Bendito sea el fruto de tu vientre, Jesus.
Santa Marla, Santa Marfa,
Mara, ladre de Di6s,
Ruega Seiiora por nosotros los pecadores
Ahora y en la hora de nuestro muerte.
Amen! Amen!

At the conclusion of Ave i HostIa Santa begins

again. This is used as the recessional, and the march is re-

versed. The girls leave the stage first, followed by the

boys. This time they do not kneel at the altar. The music

stops when the last two boys have reached their seats in the

back of the auditorium.

Scene III, Birthday of Jutrez

(The narrator enters.)

NARRATOR: Just as we observe the birthday of Washington

or of Lincoln, in the United States, so the people of 1exico

observe the birthdays of their heroes. We have selected

Benito Juarez, who was born on March 21, 1806, in San Pablo

Cuelato, Oaxaca. He became one of the presidents of Mexico.

As a man of reforms, his time of prominence paralleled the

Civil War in the United States. He was the defender of

Mexico against the French attempt to set up an empire under

MaximiliAn of Austria in Mexico. Juarez, Mexico, a city

across the Rio Grande River from El Paso, was named for this

man. As we think of Washington's or Lincoln's birthday as a

patriotic day, so they think of their heroes. We shall show
the observance of Juarez' birthday as it might be celebrated
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by school children of Mexico. The song used in this scene

is the national anthem of Mexico, one of the most stirring of

anthems.
6

Zacatecas March is played and two boys enter carrying

a picture of Juarez, and four girls carrying red and green

streamers follow them. The boys hang the picture at center

back on wire provided for that purpose. The girls pin the

streamers to the curtain on either side of the picture. Two

more boys enter carrying Mexican flags and place the staff of

each behind the picture so that they hang diagonally from be-

hind the picture. Now they form a V, with the picture as the

point of the V, and face the picture. The music stops.

If it is desired, two poems could be used here. A child

from each line could be used to step forward individually to

speak. A poem about Juarez and one about the flag would be
appropriate, and they should be spoken in Spanish. If the

poems are inserted, the music of Zacatecas begins again and

the children face the center of the stage. Six of the boys in

the drill enter from the left and the other six enter from the

right. Each boy carries a flag in his right hand. Together

they perform the drill listed with the other dances.

The drill ends with the boys in the drill standing in two
straight lines facing each other from the footlights to the

Gsnaro Codina, Zacatecas, sheet music.
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picture and holding the flags crossed with the partner's flag.

Now, the first group of boys and girls marches under the

crossed flags and then turns back on either side of the

drillers to form four parallel lines. All face the picture.
7

The music of the Mexican National Anthem is begun. The flags

are raised to full arm's length, dropped forward as though

bowing to the picture, raised again to full arm's length and

then brought to the position used during the drill. This

movement is done simultaneously by all the boys and in time

to the music.

At a chord, all the children right-about-face so that

they face the audience. Standing at attention, they sing the

National Anthem in Spanish. During this song, the members

of the audience should stand. At the end of the song, on the

word, t si," the boys lift their flags for a moment. At another

chord, all the children again do a right-about-face to the

picture and to the music of the introduction of the national

anthem, the drillers march off to either side and off the

stage, as they marched on. The other children follow them,

each one removing the things that he brought on: the flags,

the picture of Juarez and the streamers.

Scene IV, Diez y seis de Septiembre

In this last scene, very colorful costumes will help to

7
nle~ories of I exico, Al bum, pp. 47-48,



give an appropriate climax to the performance. The nalrrator

enters.

NA1Ti:OR Our nxt and last scene s shows a fiesta day

duringthe celebration of diez y seis de septiembre. It was

on the sixteenth of September that the Mexican nation became

independent from Spain. Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla, for whom

many places have been named, was the leader of a rebellion

against the Spanish. He was a priest whose battle cry was

"Long live our Lady of Guadalupe! Long live independence!"
8

The narrator exits. To the music of Jarabe Ta. atfo,

ten children, Live girls and five boys, enter and take their

places for the dance. Two girls and three boys are on one

side of the stage and three girls and two boys on the other.

The dance is performed as it is written with the other dances.
9

At its conclusion, tie music changes to Li Sogi brero and the

rest of the children in this scene enter. There may be any

number used in this scene, depending on the size of the

state. Te five boys ,who danced the Jarabe aatifo now re-

trieve their hats aid move to the front of the big semi-

ci-cle formed by the other children. As all of them sing

Ai LQombrtro., the five boys go through movements to the time

Memories sof e;ico, A lbum, pp. 15-18.

AXg JILL:_2o ThXavier rug1 ' Vs est Corn positions and Oter
.a.t-amer.c favorites, po. 37-40.
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of the song. These movements are listed with the dances.
10

When the song is finished, the music changes to Chiapanecas.

*CI han~d
oaptnecas

Jn-do- vel cor-e-iPr -r L-co - - tco de rIn-c-t Co-M4 .e-e

n -r l 6 ~e vair meos I la b-6 d t -dofor de 4ri Io-rr es-

'd -r rore sn nuoce4

ese -cre-to de nr c -rw Cuorvdoki no-ehe c

y con su. mric o deq-zs el Natnco Nndco CM- ndo - ~ree
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The boys drop into the semi-circle. Four other boys come

forward, two going to each corner of the front of the stage

where they sit or squat to play some rhythmic instrument as an

accompaniment .to the dance, Gourds, castanets or s ticks would

be good for this.

1hile the six girls dance and the four boys keep tiie,

10
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the other children crowd close to watch and sway to the music.

Some of the girls may hold their skirts and take side steps,

others may hold hands and sway. Boys may lean on one

another's shoulders. These things will make the scene appear

more natural and informal. When the dance is finished, the

six girls sit on the floor where they were dancing and every-

one sings the song through and clap hands where it is in-

dicated in the music, aided by the boys with the rhythm in-

struments. After the last clap, the children raise their

right hands high in the air as a fast curtain is pulled.

The narrator appears before the curtain.

NARRATOR: This concludes our program. We are glad to

have had you visit Mexico with us and we hope to see you again

very soon. Adios.

(As the Narrator says Adi's, she raises her hand and

waves. This is the signal for the second group that took

part in the Mes de Maria scene, which is sitting at the back

of the auditorium, to raise hands, wave, and answer loudly,

"Adi6's." The Narrator exits.)

The End.
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Steps of the Dances for Holiday Inn of Mexico

La Costilla, First Scene.--This dance is a variation
II

from the one written in Edith Johnston's book. The time

of the music should be changed from four-quarter to six-

eighth so that it lends itself more to skipping. Only three

sombreros are called for in the book, but to make the dance

more elaborate, use five hats. To use more dancers, use ten

hats with four dancers, (two dancers for each five hats).

The hats are placed across the stage in two rows of five

hats each, parallel with the footlights. A couple stands at

either end of the row of hats, with partners facing each

other, the girls at the left side and the boys at the right.

Whe two couples dance exactly the same way throughout the dance.

Beginning with the first beat of the music, the children

skip forward to the right of the end hat and then skip back-

ward into place. This is repeated, but to the left. Then

skip around the end hat going to the right and back into

place; repeat by going around it to the left. Skip forward

to the right of the first hat, to the left of the second hat,

to the right of the center hat, to the left of the fourth

hat, to the right of the last hat, and then face the partner

from the opposite side of the stage.

Now, from this new position, almost the same thing is

Edith Johnston, Regional Dances of Mexico, p. 7.
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done again. Skip forward to the right of the end hat and

skip back into place. Repeat, going to the left of the hat

and back. Thbn skip around the end hat going to the right,

then repeat going to the left. This time the children go to

center hat only and turn around it and come back to this

place again. They skip to the right of the first hat, to the

left of the second hat, around the center hat, to the left

of the second hat and to the right of the first hat.

The entire dance, thus far, is repeated all the way through

again. Only this time the girls begin from the right side

and the boys from the left. When it is repeated the children

will be in their original places. To end the dance, the

partners skip to the center hat by going around the hats in

the same manner, join hands over the center hat and bow.

Then they skip back to the original position again. This

concludes the dance for the first two couples, and it is time

for the second two couples to take their places. They repeat

the dance exactly as the first group did it. The boys pick

up the hats, and all the children take their places for the

forthcoming song.
12

Flaz Drill, Third Scene.0-"-Twelve boys participate in
13

this drill to the Zacatecas March, Each boy carries a

12

13Steps made up for 
this pageant.

Genaro Codina, Za t.as LQr h, sheetmusic form.
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Lexican flag in his right hand. Six of the boys enter the

stage from the left and six from the right, marching in

straight lines. The march is begun as soon as the intro-

duction is finished. They go to center back where the lines

meet. The two lines combine here by falling into alternate

positions of the one line down center to the footlights. At

the footlights, they part again into their original lines and

toward the side from which they entered. They march around

the stage,to the stage to the back center again, turning square

corners in a military manner. This time they come forward

to center front with partners, formed by the two lines meeting.

At the footlights, they separate into original lines as before.

This time the leader of each line leads his line only to

the back corner of the stage. He turns sharply and leads his

line diagonally across the stage to the opposite front side of

the stage. This causes the two lines to cross one another at

center, so each boy crosses between two boys from the other

line. When the leader gets to the footlights, he turns sharply

toward the back of the stage and marches along the wings until

again he is at the back corner, and he leads the line diagonal-

ly across the stage again, crossing through the other line as

before. At the side front of stage, he turns sharply toward

the back again and his line meets the other one at center back

to march forward with partners. At the footlights, the part-

ners separate to form a straight line across the front of the
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stage facing the audience.

Every other boy will be called number one and the others

will be called number two for convenience in the next part

of the drill. To the first beat of each measure, the boys

move their flags to a new position and hold it there until

the first beat of the next measure. The movements are:

number 1 holds flag out diagonally between himself and the

boy who is number 2 to his right; number 2 places his flag

so that the staff crosses the staff of number 1. For the

next measure they hold the crossed flags in position; they

both quickly restore their flags to the original position,

upright at their sides. These positions are repeated, only

this time number 2 yiaces his flag in position first. All

the boys swing flags toward the left so that they are level

and low enough that the boys' faces can be seen. Then they

swing them to the right at the same level, then up to full length

of arm, down to original position, again up to full arm's

length and wave them from side to side, and back into the orig-

inal position.

The six boys to the left of the stage face the left, the

boys on the right face to the right and they resume their march

around the stage to the center back. The leaders meet, face

one another and raise their flags to form an arch under which

the other boys march. 'When the second boys in the two lines
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have passed under the flags of the first two, they stop beside

them and facing one another, raise their flags so that the boys

who follow may pass under their arch. Each two boys do the

same thing. When the arches are completed, the last two boys

of the lines are nearest the footlights. Now the linewill be

restored to their original position by the leaders marching

under the arches with the second boys following, and so on.

As the leaders reach the footlights, they separate and march

around the stage to the center back where they will continue

on to repeat the entire drill as already given.

It is repeated exactly up until the place where the

arches have been formed. There they stop while the others

on the stage march under the arches, too, and along back

parallel with the boys in the drill. This gives four lines

with four abreast. They all face the picture of Jua/rez
14 15

El Jarabe aatto, Fourth Scene.--The Jarabe Tapatio

is usually done by one couple, but again, for more color

and movement, five girls and five boys can be used effectively.

Three boys and two girls line up on the right side of the stage,

facing their partners across the stage, two boys and three girls.

Couples are a boy and a girl. For convenience, the dance will

be divided into six parts.

The first step to be used is: Step forward with the left

14 Steps taught to writer by Miss Edna Ramirez of Rio Grande
City, Texas.

15o
Ue.ories of Meio pp. l5-1l6.
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foot, bring the right foot up even with the left, striking

the floor with the right heel, then stepping on the right toe

in the same spot where the heel was struck. This is repeated

over and over, always stepping out on the left foot. On the

first beat of the eighth measure, the children stamp and

hold the weight on the foot for that measure, then continue

as before.

During Part I of the dance, the children advance toward

the partner until they meet in the center of the stage, using

the step just described. There the boys on the right con-

tinue on toward the left wing, while the boys on the left turn

about face and go back to the left again, making a straight

line with the boys from the right. The girls in the left

line continue on to the right while the girls from the right

turn and return to the right. This places all the girls in

one line at the right and all the boys at the left. They

face one another and repeat the same step as they cross to

the opposite side of the stage. When the lines cross at the

center, the boy must go behind his partner. The girls hold

their skirts wide and the boys clasp their hands behind their

backs.

In Part II, the two lines trade places again but by

using a different step. Again they step out with the left

foot but now the right foot does a Charleston-like step. The

ball of the foot, only, is used and it is brought up beside
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the left foot, and the toe is turned outward then twisted as

it rests on the floor until the toe is turned into a pigeon-

toed position. Then the full weight is taken on the right

foot to allow the left foot to be extended again. There is a

hold on the eighth measure each time it recurs, as before.

men the child reaches the opposite side of the stage with

this step, the first step is used again as each child turns

in a small individual circle, those on the left turning to

the left and those on the right turning to the right.

In Part III, the lines cross again, but with another step.

&he right foot is lifted knee-high in a sweeping movement and

a long step forward is made with it. The left foot is brought

up beside the right and weight is taken on it, then taken

back on the right again, and back on the left again and ended

with a stamp with the right foot. This figure is repeated and

the partners will be facing each other in the middle of the

stage. They turn their backs to one another and do a rocking

step by stamping forward with the right foot and rocking back

on the left toe. This is done three times in quick succession,

ending with a stamp with the right foot. Then, the partners

Lace each other and repeat the rocking step. It is repeated

again with backs turned and again facing one another. Now

they continue on across the stage using the other step used in

Part III. When they reach the other side they repeat the rock-

ing step, first facing the center, then out, then in and ending

with backs to the center.
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Now the partners, using the first step of Part III, take

places about the stage for Part IV. The boy and girl nearest

the footlights will go to the right front, the second couple

will go to left front, the third couple to the exact center of

the stage, the fourth couple to right back, and the fifth

couple to left back of stage. Each girl will stand to the

boy's left. Four repetitions of the step should give the

partners enough time to meet, then they do the rocking step

four times as before.

In Part IV, the boy removes his sombrero, with his right

hand, and with a sweeping gesture places it on the floor in

front of his partner. Now the partners circle around the hat

going to the left. Each steps forward on the right foot,

brings the left foot up beside the right, just touching the

toe to the floor, and holds this position until the beginning

of the next measure. Then he steps forward with the left foot,

brings the right foot up and holds the position until the next

measure. This is done eight times and each one should have

reached the starting place. Again the hat is circled in the

same direction, but the first step of the entire dance is used.

With another sweeping gesture, the boy picks up the hat

with the right hand and uses both hands to place it on the

head of the girl so that it will stay on.

In Part V, the partners face the audience and join hands

nearest one another and skip forward for two measures. During
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the next two measures they trade places by skipping to the side

and joining the other hand. Then they skip backward for two

measures, cross back to the original side and join the hands

with which they started. This is done four times, skipping

all the time, and they end with the girl to the boy's right.

They pause for two measures, then begin a rapid skipping, going

forward for two measures and back for two measures, not chang-

ing places. At the last they will be near the back of the

stage.

In Part VI, the boys drop to the left knee on the one

chord in the measure; on the next chord the girls place the

left foot on the boy's right knee and on the last chord the

girls lift the sombrero from the head to full arm length in

the right hand,
16

Mi Sombrero.-Five boys perform the movements to the music
17

of Ai Sombrero. They stand in a straight line, facing the

audience, before a large semi-circle formed by the others on

the stage. Each boy wears a bright Mexican sombrero.

On the first words, "M Sombrero," they lift their som-

breros to full arm length above their heads. On the following

words, they bring the sombreros down before them with both

hands. They move the hats to the left on the first beat of the

Movements made up for pageant.
17
New Album of Xavier Cugat's Best CoMositions ndOther

Latin American Favorites, p. 37.
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measure, to the right on the next measure and back to the front

on the third measure. On the second "mi sombrero," the boys

again lift their hats high. On the next words the same move-

ments of the hat to the right, left and center are repeated.

On the third "mi sombrero," the boys put their hats on their

heads. During the next two phrases they march around in little

individual circles, going forward, to the right and back into

place with a strutting step. They stand still through the next

phrase. On the words, "no, Senor," the boys place the right

hand on the stomach, the left hand on the back and boy low, and

by rising slowly, finish at the end of the verse.

At the beginning of the chorus, the boys march in a strut-

ting step forming one large circle. They go forward, to the

right and back into place. This will take up the first two

phrases to "lo encontro." On the next phrase, at the words,

"loco de alegria," the boys lift their hats from their heads

quickly and rising on tip-toe wave the hats vigorously at full

arm length. During the phrases beginning with "porque ya.Pedro

encontro," the boys put their hats on again and stand very tall

until the singing is ended, then on the final chords the boys

bow. On the first three chords they put the right hand on the

stomach, the left on the back; on the three low notes they bow

low; on the last three chords they rise and drop hands to their

sides.
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1 8 19
Chialanecas.--Six girls dance the Chiapanecas. They

stand in a line, facing the audience, very near the front

of the stage. Throughout this dance they hold their skirts,

twisting them from side to tide in a flirtatious manner.

The introduction is played twice during which the girls do

this step, standing almost in the same place. Step forward

and hop on the left foot, lifting the right leg with the knee

bent, step on the right toe, hop again on the left foot and

raise the right leg again; step on the right toe again and

step again on the left foot. There is a slight pause, fol-

lowed by two stamps, first to right and then to the left.

This same figure is repeated beginning with the right foot,

and both parts are repeated when the introduction is repeat-

ed.

The next step is done to the first part of the song

proper. The girls move toward the right wing, moving side-

wise, acing the audience all the time, and then move back

to the first position. The step to be used is: Step to

the right with the right foot, strike the right heel with

the left heel and step on the left foot. This is done

eight times. Then it is reversed to the left as they move

back to the center of the stage.

Whe third step is performed to m1esic whose melody is

18
Steps taught to writer by Miss Edna Ramirez, of Rio

Grande City, Texas.
19

-

~id, 

p.5
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identical with introduction. The girls raise the right foot

forward and describe a semi-circle with it to the right and

to the back, where the right toe is placed just behind the

left foot and the weight is taken on it. The left foot now

describes a semi-circle to the left and back where it is

placed just behind the right foot and the weight is taken on

it; the weight is quickly shifted to the right foot; a slight

pause and they stamp to the left and then to the right. This

is repeated three times in exactly the same way, always be-

ginning with the right foot.

The fourth step is a variation of the first one. Step

forward and hop on the left foot, touch the right toe to the

floor in front of the left foot, taking the weight on it,

hop again on the left foot, and touch the right toe to the

floor behind the left foot, step on the left foot, pause,

stamp to the right and then to the left. This is repeated

beginning with the right foot. This much of step four is

repeated and takes up sixteen measures.

For the last sixteen measures, this step is repeated,

except that a whirl is inserted. The beginning is the same.

Step forward and hop on the left foot, touch the right toe

to the floor in front of the left foot, taking the weight

on it, hop again on the left foot, and touch the right toe

to the floor behind the left foot, step on the left foot

and whirl to the left, making a complete turn, while
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girls carry bright paper flowers.

In Scene III, the twelve boys who drill wear white

pants and shirts with a one and one-half inch strip of crepe

paper sewn to the outside seam of the pants. Every second

boy has a red stripe and the others have green stripes.

Each has a large matching crepe paper bo at his chin.
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lifting the right foot back and up to knee height and slapping

the heel with the right hand; sta:p on the right and to the

left. ThIs is done four times and uses sixteen measures of

music*

4ow the complete dance may be repeated, ifdesired.

Costumes for Holiday Inn of iexico

Gert ain costumes will be necessary to attain the desired

effect. In general, the girls' dresses should e bright,
With ull skirts of flowered print or plain colors that

reach the ankle; white, full blouses with square or draw-

stri<n neckline; a wide, bright sash of a Plain color to con-

trast with the skirt; and right earring, ribbons and shoes

to enhance the effect. The use of China Poblana costumes for

the -irls adds a great deal to most scenes. hc oys should

wear 'drk pants With white shirts, or all white,or white

pant s ith brilliant or dark shirts, a bright, plain colored

sash and a colorful serape over the left shoulder, or a

Poncho, whi ch is a serape wth a slit w which passes over the

head. A sombrero is needed.

Those costumes whih need to be uniform are; Scene II,
the boys ea1r short white vest:ents with big black bows at

the throat, over dark pants and white shirts. The girls

wear knee-length 'white dresses ad white net square scarves

over the headand hangin to the waist. i their ands the
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LAS POSADAS

("Las Posadas" means "the inns" and indicates the Christ-

mas season to the Mexican. Nine days before Christmas, a

group of Mexican families join in this observation by going

each evening to a different home of the group. Outside the

home, those in the procession sing, asking for a place to

stay, as Joseph and Mary had asked in Bethlehem. The family,

at whose home they have now come, answers, by song, that

there is no room. Alternate verses are sung outside and in-

side until the procession is admitted to the house.

Once inside, a prayer service with singing is held,

followed by the fun of the evening when children break the

pinata.

On Christmas eve, an image of Jesus is put in the arms

of Mary, included in a manger scene on the mantle. At mid-

night, all the people attend "The Mass of the Rooster.")

The Cast

Grandmother Rocha, an oldaristocratic Mexican lady

Teresita Rocha, her granddaughter of eleven years

Juan Rocha, her grandson of thirteen years

Carlos Rocha, her grandson of ten years

Lydia Rocha, her granddaughter of eight years

Senor Rocha, her son and the father of the four children

Dorothy Barber, a young friend from the United States



Robert Barber, Dorothy's twin brother about eleven

Senor Cuellar, a Rocha family friend

Se'"ora Cuellar, his wife

Young friends of the Rocha children:

Margarita Alberto

Pe tra Ale jandro

Olivia Ernesto

Elena

Act I

Settng.--This act takes place in the living room of

the Rocha family of Mexico.

Time.--The late afternoon, nine days before Christmas.

(Grandmother Rocha, dressed in black, is seated at the

left front of the stage, with her four grandchildren seated

on the floor at her feet. She is reading to them from a book.)

GRANDMOTHER:...Then early the next morning, the little

children, with cries of delight, ran down the stairs to see

the lovely tree again all decorated and shining in the big

living room. This time it was laden with gifts for them, and

at the fireplace their stockings were bulging with surprises.

Quickly the children emptied the stockings, and unwrapped the

tinseled packages -- a doll for Betty, skates for Jim and a

lovely music box for Harriet, and, oh, just everything they

had wanted. What a wonderful Christmas it was. They all de-

cided that it was the best one of all. (She closes the book



and lays it in her lap.)

TERESTA: (With a sigh of pleasure) dhat a pretty

story, Grandriother. Their Christmas must be lots of fun,

too, with a tree and snow and everything. Didn't you like the

story, Juan?

JUAK: Oh, yes, but why do the people of the United

States give presents on a tree and in stockings?

GR D -THER: For tie same reason that xe celebrate

Christmas as ye do. It is another way of showing their love

for others as the Christ-Child taught us to love.

Ct RLOS: Is a tree a better way to worship the Christ-

Child than the Posadas?

GAiD:VOfTHE: No, Carlos, It doesn't matter hov we show

our love for Him. In each country the people observe Christ-

mas and other holidays in very different ways.

LYDIA: Well, I like the Posadas and the piffata better.

he is very funny.

GRtND>OT-EB: Loth ways are just the custoM of the

country in which they are used. Don't you suppose Dorothy and

Rober t will think many bf the things we do are strange?

CArLOS: But Grandmother, the things we do are not

strange!

GrAWND JTHER: Not to us, but to little children from the

land of Christmas trees, they nay be.



TERESITA: Of course they will think the procession is

strange because they do not have it in the United States.

LXDIA: Do you suppose they will think the pinata is

strange?

GRANDMOTHER: Most children from the United States

might, but perhaps Dorothy and Robert won't since they have

visited here in Mexico so often.

TERESITA: Oh, Grandmother, I wish they would hurry and

come. How long is it now?

JUAN: Yes, how long is it? I'm very anxious for Robert

to see my little burro.

GRANDMOTHER: Patience, it is only a little while now.

Father went to the station an hour ago. They should be here

any time.

LYDIA: Let's watch from the window to see them come.

(The children hurry to the window at ritht back.)

TERESITA: I can hardly see; it will bonba-dark.

JUAN: If they don't hurry they will be late for the

procession tonight.

CARLOS: I want to be a leader of the procession to-

night. May I, Grandmother?

JUAN: You can't be tonight, Carlos, because the pro-

cession is coming to our house.

CARLOS: Then, may I be tomorrow?
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GRANDMOTHER: We shall see.

TERESITA: Look. What is that?

JUAN: Grandmother, they are coming!

OTHER THREE CHILDREN: Oh, yes, there they come.

(The children rush out to right while Grandmother lays

her book on the table and smooths her dress.)

VOICES OFF STAGE: We thought you would never come! (or)

You were almost late for the procession! (or) Come into the

other room.

ROBERT AND DOROTHY: It's so much fun to be back:

DOROTHY: (As they enter with the others) Our train was

so slow I thought we'd never get here. (Advancing to Grand-

mother) Hello, Senrora Rocha. (Robert goes to her side.)

GRANDs.OTHER: Hello, dear children, we are so happy you

could come to spend Christmas with us this year. Did you

have a good trip?

ROBERT: We got along fine on the train. Father and

Mother said we were old enough to come alone.

FATHER: (Entering with a smAll suitcase in each hand)

Indeed you are. They got off the train like travelers of

many years. (He sets the suitcases on the floor.)

GRANDMOTHER: How did you leave your parents? We were

very sorry that they could not come.

DOROTHY: They are well and they sent their best wishes

for a very good Christmas.



ROBERT: They wanted to come,but Father couldn't leave

his business just now.

GRNDMOTHERt It is too bad -- but perhaps another year--

LYDIA: You are in time for the procession the very

first night of the Posadas.

JUAN: Come out and see my burro, Robert.

ROBERT: A new burro, Juan! Where is it?

FATHER: Not tonight, boys; it is dark and all the people

will be coming very soon now. But early in the morning we

shall see him.

ROBERT. Oh boy, is he little, Juan?

JUAN: Very little and so funny. He will make you laugh.

GRAND1 OThER: Come, children, let's take off your things

and take your luggage to your rooms.

TERESITA: I'll help.

FATHER: (Picking up the suitcases) All right, come

along. (Father, Teresita, Dorothy and Robert exit to left.)

GRANDITOTIER: Carlos and Juan, move some of the chairs

in from the other room. (A knock is heard.) There is some-

one now. Lydia, ask them to come in.

(Lydia exits right, boys exit left and return with

chairs as Lydia leads in guests from the right.)

GRANDMOTHER: Welcome, we are so happy that you can

celebrate Las Posadas with us.

(Senor and Senora Cuellar have led in a group of towns-

people and children.)



SR. CUELLAR: It is our pleasure, Seffora Rocha.

SRA. CUELLAR: Have the little Barber children arrived?

The children have been talking of nothing else for a week.

GRANDMOTHER; They arrived only a few minutes ago. Their

train was quite late.

SRA. CUELLAR: All the children like them so much; it

will be wonderful for them to spend Las Posadas together.

GRANDMOTHER: Here they come now.

(Father, Teresita, Dorothy and Robert re-enter and they

are greeted by those on the stage with enthusiasm.)

FATHER: Greetings on this holy evening! You are wel-

come in our humble home. It is getting late; we must have

the prayer now for the procession will arrive soon.

(All kneel for a moment in silent prayer. Then from

off stage to the right is heard the singing of the first part
20 .

of Las Posadas. Those on the stage rise and face the door.

Las Posadas

dQ~' 1e5 c po - da es -tos pe-

S - - r quve V- ne c a d

de an -C yrIoSCa-rfl m -os0-

20
Ina '. Ramboz, niones de Navidad, pp. 18-19.
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Sung inside Por ma"s que digais
Que venis rendidos
No damos posada
A desconocidos.

Sung outside Venimos rendidos
Desde Nazaret
Yo soy carpintero
De nombre Jose.

Sung inside No me importa su nombre
De'jenme dormir
Pues que ya les digo
Que no hemos de abrir.

Sung outside En nombre del cielo
Os pido posada
Pues no puede andar
Ya mi esposa amada.

Sung inside Posada os damos
Con mucha alegrra;
Entra, Jos4 justo,
Entra con Marfa.

When the singing of the first verse is finished on the out-

side, the second verse is taken up on the stage. This is

continued in alternate verses until six verses have been

sung. At the beginning of the sixth verse, the father steps

forward and opens the door. As the second part of Las
21

Posadas is begun, the procession from the outside enters

through the open door and marches around the stage in two

columns. The leader of each column is carrying a figurine,

one representing Jesus and the other Mary. The lines form

a large semi-circle about the stage as the song continues
22

with the third part of Las Posadas and then ends. All

21 22
Ibid., p. 20.# Ibid., pp. 20-21.
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kneel except the father who steps forward and raises his

arms.)

FATHER; 0 God, who, in coming to save us, did'st not

disdain a humble stable, grant that we may never close our

hearts when Thou art knocking, so that we may be able to
23

be received into Thy sight when our hour comes. Amen.
24

(All rise and sing the fourth part of Las Posadas

with smiles while swaying to the music.)

FATHER: Now, who will break the beautiful pifnata?

ALL CHILDREN: Oh, I will.

FATHER: We will soon see. Every one come to the patio.
25

(The fourth part of Las Posadas is repeated as those

on the stage begin to exit toward the right.)

Curtain

Act II

Setting.--This act takes place in the patio of the Rocha

home. In the center of the patio hangs an ornate pinata. The

walls are festooned with garlands. Chairs extend along the

back wall with a small table in the center of the line.

Time.--Immediately after the time of the first act.

(As the curtains open, the stage is empty except for

23
Jose Tercero,"Christmas in Mexico", pp. 2-3, from a col-

lection Christmas Observanceg _3 _the Americas, Think, 1938.

24 25
Ibid., p. 21. Ibid., p. 21.
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those who are hanging the lanterns. All the others enter
20

from the right singing the fourth part of Las Posadas as

though they were just coming from the living room. Near

the end of the song, the grandmother enters bearing a large

bowl of fruit and candy which is eyed with interest by the

children. As the song ends, Teresita leads Dorothy to the

center of the stage and the other children form a circle

about her and they begin playing and singing "Doisa Ana No
2?

Esta Aqu ", in Spanish. About four children should be

"it" during the game. At its end, the children gather about

Senor Rocha.)

JUAN; Now, ?ather, may we break the pinata?

LYDIA: May we, rather?

FATHER: Where is the blindfold?

CARLOS: Grandmother has it. Oh, Father, hurry!

FATHER: (Taking the blindfold from grandmother)

Thank you, Mother. Run fast Carlos, and get the stick. Who

shall be the first to try to break the pinata?

ALL: (answering differently) Let me. Oh,I'll try.

I will.

MARGARITA: Let Dorothy be firsts all of us have done

it many times.

26
Ramboz, 22 , cit., p. 21.

7Work Projects Administration in the state of New Mexico,
The Spanish-American Song adGme Book pp. 49-51.
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JUAN: Yes, let Dorothy be first.

DOROTHY: But I don't know how. Let Teresita be first

to show me.

FATHER: That is a good idea. Come, Teresita, then

each of you may have a turn till someone breaks it. Teresita

is a good one to begin because she always faces the wrong

way and never hits it.
23

(All laugh and begin to sing La Pinata in Spanish

while father ties the blindfold over Teresita's eyes and

Carlos returns with the stick, which he hands to her. Father

turns her about three times and faces her toward the piata;

she turns slightly to one side and lashes out with the stick

and misses. The same process is followed for Dorothy, Al-

berto, Margarita and finally Robert, who breaks the piiiata.

During this time the song may be sung about three times and

then followed by laughter, hand clapping and calls of en-

couragement to each one who is blindfolded. Wien the piata

is broken, by Robert if possible, the children rush forward

to pick up the candy that falls from it. When the floor has

been cleared of it, the children sit on the floor and the

music stops.)

DOROTHY: I've never had so much fun.

28
Ramboz, op. cit., p. 22.
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ROBERT: Neither have I. I hope we get to do this again.

PETRA: Oh yes, we do this for the next nine days.

ROBERT: Oh, boy.

OLIVIA: Don't you have pinatas in the United States?

ROBERT: Oh no, we get candy in our stockings.

ALL: In your stockings!

ALBERTO: What a funny place. How does it get in them?

ROBERT; e hang them at the fireplace and Santa Claus

puts candy and fruit and toys in them.

ALEJANDRO: Who is Santa Claus? He doesn't come Iere.

GRAND/OTHER: He is the same as the Three Wise Men who

bring your gifts on January the sixth. The children of the

United States receive their gifts on December twenty-fifth

and call the giver "Santa Claus'

JUAN: I know, like the story you read to us.

GRANDMOTHER: That's right.

MARGARITA: That must be nice, but I'd rather break the

piniata.

PETRA: And have the procession! We have Christmas for

so many more days.

LYDIA: And the last day we get to put the Baby Jesus

in His manger cradle on the mantle.

DOROTHY: It is a very lovely Christmas you have in

Mexico. I'd like to be here every year. but you must come

up to our country and spend Christmas with us. You would like

ouT holidays, too.
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FATHER: Perhaps Teresita and Juan may come next year,

since they are older.

DOROTHY AND ROBERT: Oh, goody' HoorayS

DOROTHY : Oh,that is wonderful. I'll look forward

to it all year.

ROBERT: Me, too.

TERESITA AND JUAN: We will, too.

ROBERT: Now, we want to know all about what has been

going on all evening. What did the people sing outside the

door at the beginning of the Posada?

ERNESTO: They sang as Joseph and Mother Mary asking

for a place to stay

DOROTHY: As they did in Bethlehem?

ELENA: Yes, and the ones inside would not let them come

in until they knew who it was.

ALBERTO: One line was for Joseph and the other one was

for Mother Mary.

DOROTHY: And we will do all of this for nine evenings?

MARGARITA: Well, just eight more, now. Tonight was

the first.

DOROTHY: Oh, I'm going to love Christmas in Mexico.

SR. CUELLAR: It is growing late, good friends, we

must be going.

FATHER: Let us have one song together before you leave.
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29
How would you like "Venid, Fieles Todos" in both English

and Spanish?

ALL: (Answering differently) Good! Fine! Oh,yes*
30

(All sing through the English verse and then as the

verse in Spanish begins the guests begin to move off stage

to the right. All the guests should be off stage by the

time the words "Venid adoremos" are reached in the song.

Those off stage will sing the first "Venid adoremos", those

on the stage sing the second, and the last is sung by those

off stage very softly.)

Slow Curtain

29
Ibid., p. 7.

30
John W. Beattie and others, compiles, The G n

jok of yFvorite Songs, p. 72.
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EXPOSIT ION DAY

A Pan-American Pageant - The Development of the Western World

"Exposition Day" has its basis in the historically sig-

nificant Pan-American Exposition of 1903, the first serious

attempt to unite the peoples of the western world.

The Cast

The Announcer

Fourteen flag bearers

Religion

Art

A vested choir

Education

Agriculture

Dancers in overalls and aprons

Science

Old fashioned man, woman and child

Modern man, woman and child

Health fairies

Chorus of School Children

$etting.--This pageant takes place in no particular

location. Two curtains will be needed, the regular front

curtain and another through the middle of the stage. The

set may be the cyclorama curtain for back and sides. When

the second curtain is opened, the setting will have to be
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different for each scene. The necessary properties will be

indicated in that place in the pageant.

Time.--No particular time.

(The Announcer comes through the center of the closed

curtain to speak.)

ANNOUNCER: Not until the turn of the twentieth century

did the great Americas of the northern and southern conti-

nents begin to realize that they did not know one another

very well, that they had lived close together yet never un-

derstood the problems of the other. These great continents

had developed through the years with little attention to one

another. Great changes and developments had served both, yet

neither was aware of their likeness. In reality, the western

hemisphere is all one great continent where the interest of

one should be the interest of all.

There were Indians in all parts of the land where the

white man of Europe came to live and improve himself. The

people of South and North America worked ahead, develop-

their own land, unmindful of others until late in the nine-

teenth century when a new awakening brought these people to

a realization of a need for neighborliness. Then it was de-

cided for the people to meet in a place and compare their

progress and learn from one another. In 1903, at Buffalo,

New York, the first Pan-American exposition took place.
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(Now the curtains begin to open and the Announcer, who

has stood in the center, now moves to the left side of the

stage, keeping pace with the moving left half of the curtain.

Then the -curtain stops, the Announcer stands even with its

edge. On the stage, before a second curtain, stand four-

teen flag bearers in a straight row facing the audience and

spaced to extend across the stage. Each bearer holds a

furled flag in the right hand. Otherwise, the position is

rigid. From off-stage there is a short roll of drums, and

the flag at the extreme right is unfurled quickly, waved and

brought back into position again. Another short roll of

drums and the second flag is also unfurled, waved and returned

to position. This is repeated for the other twelve flags in

quick succession. Each flag is to be the flag of a different

country of North and South America. When all the flags are
31

unfurled, Pledge to America is played and the flag bearers

march about the stage in a drill. They return to their

original position on the stage at the end of the drill.)

ANNOUNCER: The people bowed their heads in thankful-

ness to God for His mercy and kindness in their struggle for

the new land.

(Religion enters from right and walks to center front

and raises his hands for all to bow their heads.)

31
Florence Hale, editor, Democracy and Patriotism, p. 57.
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RELIGION: Our Father, we bring grateful hearts to you,

this day. You have sustained us through the years of strug-

gle and conflict so that at last we might triumph over our

difficulties. You have been our stay, our counselor, and to

you, we owe all. 04r heavenly Father, accept our gratitude

in the name of Him who aids us. Amen.

(Religion exits right and Art enters from the left and

stands to the left of the center to read a poem.)

ART: Pledge to America, by Kathryn S. Rieder:

Give us new hearts for our country's good;
Give us new thoughts of brotherhood;
Give us minds to plan for peace,
Hands to work for its increase.
America, we pledge anew,
We will live worthily for you.

Sturdy and strong through all your land,
America, your children stand
Seeking knowledge your problems to meet.
tWe, like your great men, will conquer defeat.
America, we pledge anew, 32
We will live worthily for you. (Art exits left.)

ANNOUNCER: Vice-President Theodore Roosevelt on that

day said:

ore and more we are learning that to love one's country
above all others is in no way incompatible with respecting
and wishing well to all others, and that, as between man and
man, so between nation and nation, there should live the
great law of right. These are the goals toward which we

32
Rossiter Johnson, editor, Universal Cycloaedia and

Atlas, Vol. IV, pp. 627-631.
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strive, and let us at least earnestly endeavor to realize
them here on this continent. 33

(A mighty roll of drums from off-stage is followed by
34

martial music, Pledge to America. The flag bearers march

about the stage and then file off to the left.)

ANNOUNCE2R: Then passed in review to these people all

the improvements that had been made in their countries.

First came Religion. (Religion enters again and walks to

right center of stage.) Religion was responsible for the

settling of North America and had such a great effect on

the South American countries. Without Religion, it is likely

that these countries might never have been settled until a

much later time, and by all means, would not have become

the great countries they are today. Most of the religions

of the world are represented on this continent and they can

live in peace and tolerance. (Religion retires to the extreme

right of stage.)

(The second curtain opens revealing a vested choir of
35

children who sing Vesper Hymn. At the end of the song the

curtains close.)

33
Ibid., p. 57.

34 Hale, , citi., p. 57.

35
Robert Foresman, Qu rMusic in Story a gnd 4_2n4 p. 44.
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ANNOUNCER: Such great strides have been taken in educa-

tion in America. (Education enters from the left and goes

to the left center of stage.) At first, it was only a tiny

bit of this land when only the priests and preachers were

the teachers. Now, we have great schools, colleges and

universities all over this land. (Education retires to the

extreme left of the stage.)

ANNOUNCER: Agriculture is the backbone of our country.

Without it we could not survive. Through these many years,

it has grown from an infant whose work was done in the

crudest manner to the great industry of many machines and

methods. (During this speech, Agriculture enters from the

right, stands to right center of stage and retires to the

side of Religion at its close.)

(The second curtain opens to reveal boys in overalls

and girls in cotton dresses and sunbonnets. The boys carry

baskets and the girls carry pans as they pantomime picking

some fruit or vegetable and placing it in the pan or basket.
36

The music of "At the Fair" begins and the children put

down their utensils and dance, following the meaning of the

words. When the dance is ended, the children gather up the

pans and baskets and go back to work as the curtain closes.)

36
_riasure Chest of M jre Songs and Games .for Children,

p. 20. This song has a better range if transposed to the key
of G.
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ANNOUNCER: Science has developed our great continent

more than any other single factor. (Science enters from the

left and stands at left center.) Science, who is responsible

for electricity, manufacturing, engineering, medicine and

so on, has opened up the way to a better standard of liv-

ing. Science has given us ways of keeping healthy, ways of

transportation and communication. Electricity in itself

has changed the face of our world. (Science retires to the

side of Education.)

(The second curtain opens to show an old-fashioned

family of man, woman and child. A table in the center is

covered with a heavy fringed scarf, and on it is a kerosene

lamp, a chair to either side serves the man and woman, who

are dressed in old-fashioned clothes. Beside the man is

another table holding a gramophone with a large horn. On

the floor, the little boy is whittling a stick. The man is

trying to read by the dim light, and the woman is mending
37

from a big basket. The music of "When You Wore a Tulip"

is played and a modern couple enters from the right. The

man carries a small table-size radio. He motions for the

old-fashioned man to leave and take the gramophone. He obeys

37
Joseph E. Maddy and W. Otto Miessner, All-American

Sgon Book, p. 18.
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the command, and the modern man places the radio on the table

and tunes in a station. The modern woman is carrying a large

table lamp. She indicates that the old-fashioned woman is

to take the lamp and the heavy scarf. She does so, and the

modern woman places the lamp on the bare table and switches

it on. A modern child enters and motions to the old-fashioned

child to leave. He does so, and the modern boy sits on the

floor to play with a model airplane. The man reads Life

and the woman knits. The curtain closes slowly on this

scene.)

ANNOUNCER: The science of medicine has lifted us high

above the old practices, and with science and education

working together, our people are learning the proper habits

for health: cleanliness, good foods and proper recreation.

(The second curtain opens to show Health Fairies doing
38

a dance to "The Dancing Song." These should be girls

dressed in pure white. Their dance includes pantomimes of

tooth brushing, exercising, walking and other health habits.

The curtain is closed quickly at the conclusion of the

dance.)

38
Osbourne McConathy and others, Music Hour, Elementary

Teacher's Book, p. 211.
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ANNOUNCER: To enjoy a fuller and more beautiful life,

we have music, art and literature, music to fill our dreams

and our souls with beauty that builds a more abundant de-

sign for living, art to bring us added pleasure by seeing

splendid pictures, murals, architecture, statues, and land-

scapes, literature to add to our knowledge and pleasure

through prose and poetry.

(The second curtain opens to reveal a composite picture.

Singers on a raised platform at the back are singing "La
39

Paloma," while to the right a boy in smock and beret is

standing at easel painting from a Palett&'. To the left, a

mother is pantomiming reading to small children, who sit on

the floor. When the song is finished, the curtain closes.)

ANNOUNCER: Our people are happy people because of all

this and because of the freedom they possess in which they

may pursue the work of their choice. Here could man be

freer than in the Americas? The governments guard the rights

of the people to do what they wish, as long as they do not

infringe on the rights of others. Over the years we have

lived together, growing, learning, experimenting, expanding,

side by side. We have gone a long way without reaching out

a helping hand to our neighbors; now, we are old enough to

39
David Stevens and Peter W. Dykema, Sing., p. 40.
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realize how much riper our lives can be with the aid and

understanding of others. Let us bind together our knowl-

edges and experiences to build on beyond that which we could

have accomplished alone. Let us unite the American

continent to face the world as one, for united we stand

and divided we fall. May ie always love, trust and help

one another.

(The Flag Bearers enter from the left and line up

across the front ol the stage, to the music of Pledge to
40

america. Religion, Education, Agriculture and Science

take Places just in front of the center of the line of

flag bearers. T he music stops and all is quiet for a
41minute and then beginning verysoftly, "America" lis

played o f-stage. Lose on the stage begin to sing as all

the other characters, used behind the second curtain, enter

singing . They enter from both sides and line up back of

the flag bearers. During this time the song grows in volume

until it is qite loud at the fiis>.)

AN1DUNd: hr. lilburn said on the closing day of the

'xposit ion:

There ib be but a fe hours hence, only a memoryof this exposition. e started out to cement to-
getner al] the countries of America and to end the

Hale, 2p .cit., .*57.

41
John .Beattie and others, compilers, The Golden Bookol Favorite Songsp37
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nineteenth century and begin the twentieth century by a
binding of the relations of the free peoples of North,
Central, and South America, and I feel that this ex-
position goes down in history as the greatest social
and political triumph by having brought those people
closer together and having made them better known to
each other. 42

(All the characters join in singing "Auld Lang Syne."43

At its close, taps are sounded off-stage by a trumpet. Then

the characters hum "Auld Lang Syne" as the lights begin to

dim. The lights go all the way off and the curtains close.

House lights come on quickly.)

Curtain

42
Johnson, p. .. , pp. 627-631.

43
Beattie, _aO., CUi. P. 37.
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THE LEtGEND OF THE AZTECS

(The Legend of the Aztecs provides the origin of the

founding of Mexico City, ancient capital of the Aztec tribe.

The emblem of the eagle perched on the cactus with the ser-

pent in its beak is still used on many Mexican coins,

various textile goods and even the Mexican flag.)

Cast

Yellow Blossom, the Princess of the Aztecs

Strong Deer, The Prince of the Aztecs

Light Wind, a servant girl to the Queen

Faun, a tribeswoman

Bellewa, a tribeswoman

White Cloud, an important leader of the Aztecs

Old Rock, an old man who has been a leader

Blue Sky, a brave

Big Foot, a tribesman

Red Feather, a brave

Wycona, a squaw

Queen of the tribe, mother of Yellow Blossom and Strong Deer

Other tribesmen and tribeswomen

Act I

Settng.--This act takes place before the closed curtain

and after the curtains are draped back, the scene is within
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the tent of the Queen of the Aztecs.

Tiwe.--Late afternoon of an autumn day.

(Yellow Blossom and Strong Deer enter from either

side of the stage and advance to the center.)

YELLOW I3LOSSOM: Dear brother, our Mother is worse to-

day. Will you talk to her as soon as she is a little bet-

ter? I am so worried.

STRONG DEER: I know, Yellow Blossom, I know what you

are thinking.

YELLOW BLOSSOM; Do you believe as I do that Mother may

never be able to travel again?

STRONG DEER: Yes, for since she has reached this place

she has been ill and all the time she becomes worse.

YELLOW BLOSSOM: You do believe as I do. Oh, if only

we could settle down in a place and live as other tribes do!

Do you suppose we could get her consent to stop this roving?

I am so weary of moving.

STRONG DEER: You know, there are many of the tribesmen

who feel as you do. They would help us if we were to tell

Mother that we will not go on but make this our home.

YELLOI BLOSSOM: I never understood why only this tribe

must always move, but when I ask, mother says, "The Vision,
we must find itU" Do you know what it means?

STRONG DEER: Only a little, it means that we must see

a vision sent by the gods only to our tribe.
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YELLOW BLOSSOM: But why? What for? Oh, brother, what

does the vision mean to us?

(Light Wind, a servant girl, enters through the center

of the curtains,)

LIGHT IND: Please, Miss Princess, come My mistress,

your mother --

YELLOW BLOSSOM: Light Wind, what is it? Is other

worse?

LIGHT VIND: Oh, no, she is much better, and she wants

to see you.

YELLOW BLOSSOM: Come, Strong Deer, let us go quickly,

let us hope she is much better.

STRONG DEER: Wait, sister! Let us take this opportunity

to see if we can get her to agree to stop this roving life.

YELLOW BLOSSOM: Oh, I'm afraid; suppose it should make

her worse?

STRONG DEER: We may have to take that chance.

YELLOW BLOSS&V: Not now--

LIGHT WIND: Please, come, your mother, the Queem,asked

that you come quickly.

(They exit through the curtain. Then the curtain is

drawn, or draped back if possible. The queen's bed is in

the center of the stage, with Faun on one side and Bellewa
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take places near the bed.)

YELLOK BLOSSOM: Dear Mother, we are so happy that you

are better. Let me feel your hand. (Takes mother's hand.)

STRONG DEER: For a long time you must rest and grow

well again. You have been very ill.

QUEEN: No, my son, I cannot rest, for tomorrow we

must move on.

STRONG DEER: That can't be, Mother, you are not well

enough.

QUEEN: That is why I called for you. We must go on.

It must be as the gods will it.

STRONG DEER: But they would not ask one so ill and

one so great to endanger her life.

QUEEN: My life is of no use unless I am doing as the

Prophet has ordered all the leaders of our great tribe to do.

YELLOW BLOSSOM: But Mother, you are not yet strong

enough.

STRONG DEER: The tribesmen are beginning to grumble

about our constant moving. They do not like to give up good

lands, good hunting, and good crops, to move on to a place

where they may be poor. Tell her, Faun.

FAUN: It is true, none of us wants to go on ahead of

the others to plant the crop.

BELLEWA: None of us likes the fighting our braves must
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do, in order for us to settle in a new place.

(Off-stage, the tribesmen and women begin singing,
44

"Yaravi," a folk song of the Peruvian Andes.

- Yo rcvi

Ic I

va 5tOwuh whhst Toq tcuqbt re?

Second Verse

Why, 0 white dove,
Thy, my dove, 0 tell me
Hast thou made,
1ade me sleep so deeply?

QUEEN: Stop! Peace, it cannot be otherwise. Do not

strive against your destiny. Hear them singing? They are

not unhappy. Anyway, we must follow until we see the vision.

STRONG DEER: Well, I don't! I shall take charge and

those who wish shall stay in this place of good lands.

(Strong Deer stalks out to the left. The Queen rises

on her elbow and holds out her hand as he exits.)

QUEEN: My son--

YELLOW BLOSSOM: Oh, Mother, he does not mean it; he

is just worried about you.

(Light kind and Faun speak almost together, Light wind

beginning.)

LIGHT WIND: fle back or you will be worse.

44
Irma Labastille, Canciones Tfpicas, .40
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FAUN: Yes, take care of yourself, 0 great queen.

QUEEN: But my son, he does not understand about the

vision; he must know. Call him back!

YELLOW BLOSSOM: I'll go for him. Now, please rest.

(Mother lies back.) Sing for her; I'll be only a minute.

(Yellow Blossom exits to left. As she does, several

girls enter from the right, seat themselves on the floor

on either side of the bed and begin to sing, "Flower of
45

ChangunfA" They are dressed simply and their feet are bare.

During the song, Faun and Bellewa fan the Queen as she looks

sadly at the floor. When all of the words have been sing, the

girls repeat the melody by humming and swaying to the music.

Yellow Blossom enters as the song ends.)

YELLOW JLOSSO'I: Mother, all the tribesmen are coming.

They are coming with Strong Deer. (The singers rise.)

QUEEN: Very well; let them come.

YELLOW BLOSSOM: But Mother, I'm afraid.

QUEEN: Don't fear them; remember they are our own

people.

(The tribesmen enter and stand about the stage silently.)

QUEEN: My people, I'm happy to see you again. What is

it, Strong Deer?

45
Ibid., pp. 44-45.
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STRONG DEER: Let them speak.

QUEEN: Yes. Come, White Cloud, what do you wish to say?

HITE CLOUD: You are our Queen and we have been faith-

ful to you for many years. ie have followed everywhere and

have done as you have said but we are now very tired. We

want a place of our own.

OLD ROCK: We want to stay here and build a nation for

our tribe.

BLUE SKY: There are no unfriendly tribes here; we want

to make this our permanent home.

QUEEN: I know how you must feel, but that cannot be;

we must move on tomorrow.

RHITE CLOUD: Then you must go alone. Vie have decided

to stay here.

QUEEN: But I am Queen of the Aztecs.

STRONG DEER: No, from now on I will rule them. I will

be the Chief. We have decided; we are staying here.

ALL TRIBES&MN: (Speaking at once with varying re-

marks.) That is right. Yes. We are staying. (And other

remarks desired)

QUEEN: Then as a last request, will you sit, please.

Come here, son, sit next to me. I must tell you the great

destiny of the Aztecs. I have often mentioned "the vision"

but none of you knows what it means. It was a secret told
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to the first great chief of the Aztec tribe many, many years

ago by the Prophet. It was for the leader only, to be told

only if his great people would not follow. That day is here

YELLOW BLOSSOM: Please, mother, don't tell us. e

will believe.

STRONG DEER: No, I must know!

ALL: Yes, yes.

QU2EX: The great prophet came to the greet chief and

told him that the Aztecs were to be the greatest tribe of

all, that there was a place where they would build an empire

so great, the whole world would know of them. But they

must go and keep on going until they found that place.

OLD ROCK: But how should we be able to find it?

YELLOW BLOSSOM: Oh, I know, the vision.

QUEEN: Yes. When the place is reached, the vision will

appear to the leader of the tribe.

BELLEWA: What is the vision?

QUEEN: It will be an eagle sitting on a cactus with a

serpent in its beak.

ALL: Oh-h-h-h( (A pause)

FAUN: We must go on until we find it,

WHITE CLOUD: I agree. It is our destiny. We are to be

a great nation.

ALL: (Varying speeches) Yes. We will go on. A great

destiny!
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QUEEN: Son, what do you say?

STRONG DEER: I will go, too. Forgive me, Mother, I

did not understand.

QUEEN: (With a sigh) It is good! Then go to your

rest, for tomorrow we must be on our way, again.

(All exit except the Queen, Yellow Blossom, Strong

Deer, Light Wind, Faun and Bellewa. They repeat the first
46

song used in this act, "Yaravi." Each one exits from the

same place that he entered.)

Curtain

Act II

Setting.--This act takes place about a campfire. An

exterior setting would be needed. A few people sit about
47

the fire, and they are humming "Yaravi" to the accompani-

ment of very softly played tom-toms.

Timq.--It is evening.

BIG FOOT: Many days and nights we have travelled and

on each night I think the Queen will not be able to go on

the next day.

RED FEATHER: Our Queen is very brave.

WYCONA: Each day she has less strength. What shall

we do when her strength is gone?

46 47
Ibid., p. 4. Ibid., p. 4.
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BIG FOCT: Our destiny is greater than even a Queen.

She will go on as long as the gods need her.

(Strong Deer enters from the right.)

RED FEATHER: (Addressing Strong Deer) Have you been

to see our Queen? Is she better?

STRONG DEER: She is no better. She is failing fast,
and she has sent me with a message to all her people, Will

you, Red Feather and you, Big Foot, go out to gather our

tribe together?

RED FEATHER AND BIG FOOT: Yes, oh Prince.

RED FEATHER: where shall we meet?

STRONG DEE&: Tell them to meet here.

(They exit in opposite directions.)

WYCONA: May I bring you food, oh Prince?

STRONG DEER: No, vycona, I have no appetite.

0YCONA: Then our Queen must be very ill.

STRONG DEER: She is. (He sits dejectedly on a rock

in the center of the stage and drops his head in his hands.

The tribesmen enter a few at a time from either side. hen

all have arrived, Big Foot addresses Strong Deer.)

BIG FOOT: Everyone is here.

STRONG DEER: (Looking up and then slowly standing)

Faithful members of our tribe, I bring you sad news. My
mother, your Queen, is very ill; so ill she fears that she
will not live through tomorrow if she must travel. (All
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bow their heads.) She sends you word that tomorrow morning

we must go on without her. My sister says she will not

leave her, but other made me promise to go on with you as

the Chief of the tribe.

OLD ROCK: We wish to go forward toward the vision

but could we not remain a few days until she is better?

BELLEWA: She could not live if we deserted her.

BLUE SKY: Yes, let us wait until she can go with us.

STRONG DEER: She will not hear of it. I said those

same things and she demanded that we go on.

WHITE CLOUD: The vision seems more real to her all

the time.

STRONG DEER: So it seems.

WHITE CLOUD: Then let it be as she wishes. She has

been a true and wonderful leader. If it is what she wishes,

we must go on.

STRONG DEER: Are you others with me, too?

ALL: (Speaking mournfully) Yes.

BLUE SKY: But it breaks my heart to leave her.

ALL: (answering differently). Yes. Aye. Yea.

(Dwindling)

STRONG DEER: I know, after all she is my mother and

my queen.

RED FEATHER: Tomorrow we will go forward.

STRONG DEER: Goodnight.
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48
(All begin humming "Adios Te Digo," as they walk

slowly from the stage.)

Slow Curtain

Act III

Settina.--This act takes place in the tent of the Queen.

The stage arrangement is the same as in Act I, except that

the Queen's cot is to the left of center and angled so that

the Queen may see the back of the stage. Those on the stage

are the Queen, Yellow Blossom, Faun, Bellewa, and Light Wind.

Tiie.--It is early the next morning.

LIGHT MIlD: It is getting light, Princess; soon it will

be day.

YELLOW BLOSSOM: Yes, and what a fateful day it will be.

LIGHT WIND: Do not worry so.

YELLOW BLOSSOM: My poor mother is left behind by her

tribe. See how peacefully she is sleeping, as though all

were well.

LIGHT WIND: It is the best she has slept for many

nights.

YELLOW BLOSSOM: Do you suppose she might be better?

Might be well enough to go?

FAUN: Dear Princess, do not hope too much.

YELLOW BLOSSOM: But---

FAUN: Je shall say witd hWtj$augh.

48
Ibid., p. 21.
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YELLOW BLOSSOM: But all are to go except me; I will

not give in to her wishes.

BELLEWA: Sh-h-h! You will awaken her. There, you see,
she is opening her eyes. 0 Queen, your eyes are brighter

this morning.

QUEEN: I feel well. Why do you sit still? Come, we
need air. Pull back the doorway flap. I wish to look out

on this place.

LIGHT 7IND: But the air will be too strong on you.
QUEEN: No, no, do as I say. Pull it back.

YELLOW BLOSSOM: But mother--

QUEEN: Quickly, I must look out. I want to see the

land.

FAUN; But the land is ugly, Queen, very ugly and

marshy.

QUEEN: I must see!

BELLEW4: Very well. Come, Faun, raise the other side.
(All stand aside and turn to face the center back of the

stage as the two women pull the curtains back simultaneously.
As the curtains part, the miracle is seen, brightly lighted.
It may be drawn on cardboard, cut out and tacked to a
standard, placed before an outdoor backdrop.)

ALL: (Gasping loudly) The vision!

QUEEN: Ah Perhaps I knew this was the day.
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YELLOW BLOSSOM: But, mother, the land is poor. Sure-

ly the prophet would not expect this to be the 
center of

our nation.

QUEEN: Yellow Blossom, do not doubt the wisdom of

our prophet. He was very wise. He sent us to find just

this place, so it will be well.

FAUN: And surely that is the sign.

BELLEWA: Yes, there could be no mistake.

QUEEN: Yellow Blossom, I must have Strong Deer here,

and call together all the tribesmen.

YELLOW BLOSSOM: Yes, mother.

QUEEN: Go with her, Light Wind.

LIGHT ;IND: Yes, Queen. (Both exit to left.)

QUEEN: At last, my work is done. The vision was shown

to me of all the leaders.

BELLEIA: You have been the finest and the bravest of

them all. Rightfully it should appear to you.

QUEEN: No, no.

FAUN: Oh, yes. Every day we have regretted our dis-

loyalty to you.

QWEEN: You have been a faithful people who only wished

for a land of your own.

FAUN: We wished for the best for your health and for

the tribe. We are grateful that the vision came to save you.
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QUEEN; You are very good. (Strong Deer enters.) Ah,

here is my son. Look--

STRONG DEER: I know, Mother, Yellow Blossom told me.

QUEEN: Isn't it wonderful that to me was shown the

vision?

STRONG DEER; Yes, but Mother you have not seen how

poor and marshy the land appears.

QUEEN: But remember the prophet said it is the

place.

STRONG DEER: Yes, Nother and I ae with you.

(Enter the tribesmen from the left and stand about the

stage looking at the vision. They appear to talk excitedly

among themselves.)

STRONG DEER: Look on the vision of the Aztecs, this

is to be our home. This is a happy day for us and greatest

to happen to any tribe.

BIG FOOT: But Prince, the land is poor.

STr 0NG DEER: But our prophet was all wise. The land

cannot prevail against our sign. Is it not so?

ALL: That is right.

STRONG DEER: Then let us rejoice.

QUEEN: Strong Deer is right. It is time for joy and

a time to build for the future. I am too feeble to do all
that is to be done, so from this moment my son is your new

chief.
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STRONG DEER: No, Mother, the prophet saved your life

to lead us.

QUEEN: It is my desire, son, Now the prophet needs

young shoulders to carry his burden.

STRONG DEER: Very well, I will strive to be worthy

to follow you.

QUEEN: Aztec tribesmen, here is your new chief.

ALL: The new chief. (They wave their hands and

shout.)

STRONG DEER: Then let us rejoice. Today shall be a
day of tasting and merriment, then tomorrow we shall begin
to build our great nation -- the Aztec nationI

(All cheer wildly and begin to sing "Hymn to the Sun"4
to be sung in the Indian language.

HY rn+k&theakvv l

hL

Aa, sqr k v fU osko K

uyW-W~ - w -ct- ho -Wa,

40
Ah.ld., P-1-3.
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At the end of the song, the tribesmen begin to circle in

and out in a wild dance that obscures the vision from the

audience but at the close of the dance, they step aside

and each raises his hand toward the vision. This is done

to the accompaniment of the same song.)

Quick Curtain
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LOI DE LA CRUZ

(Just east of Rio Grande City, Texas, on the Rio Grande

River, is a high hill, "Loma de la Cruz," (Hill of the

Cross) on the top of which is erected a large iron cross,

placed there by the Penfa family when their prayers for rain

there were answered following the seven year drouth from

1887 to 1894. Every year since that time the family has

carried part of the earliest crops, which have been blessed

by the Padre, to the cross on the hill.)

Cast

Grandmother Pena, Sra. PeEa of today, in Scenes I and IV

Eight to twelve grandchildren in Scenes I and IV

Sra. Peha, as she was in 1894 in Scenes II and III

Sr. Penia, in 1894

Martina Pena, a daughter of fourteen years

Gregorio Pena, a son of twelve years

Donato Pena, a son of nine years

Elida Pena, a daughter of seven years

Mrs. Duncan, a Red Cross worker

Setting.--Scenes I and IV take place before the einsed
CIthain. Scene II takes place just outside the adobe home
of the Pena family in 1894. Scene III takes place on the
top of the highest hill near the Pena home.

Time.--Scenes I and IV take place today. Scenes II
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and III take place in 1894.

Scene I

(Before the curtain rises, the sound of children sing-
50

ing "Buy My Tortillas," is heard off stage to the left

and a grandmother dressed in black enters from the fight

front and sits in a chair that has been placed at the

right front corner of the stage.

Buy M yTortJIa5

ud -r ' degry - inc my Cfl clear>

As soon as she is seated, eight to twelve children of

various ages enter from the left, continuing to sing, and

come to the grandmother. She smiles and indicates that

they are to sit at her feet. These children are dressed in

modern garb, but the grandmother retains the lexican dress.

The children sit down and when the song is ended, the grand-

mother speaks.)

50
Irma Labastille, Shiesa Tipica, pp. 15-17.
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GRANDMOTHER: Is everyone here?

(The children look about and then nod.)

GRANDtiOTHER: This is an important day; it is "Loma

de la Cruz" day. Every year at this time, all of our

family gathers to go to the top of the big hill to carry

the first fresh shoots of the early crop. Some of you

know about it, some of you have gone with us but do not

understand. Now, little Enrique, here, has asked why we

go, and I thought this a good time to explain the great

duty of the Pena family to all of you. (During this

sentence she has pulled the smallest boy up beside her and

talks on with her arm about him.) It has become a tradition

that must be carried on by you and your children. Let me

tell you the story of the Cross on the Hill. This is how it

all began. Many years ago, in 1894, when your fathers and

mothers were young, your grandfather and I lived in this

place in a little adobe house. For seven long years it

did not rain, the crops wouldn't grow, the fields burned

up, the cattle died. We didn't know what to do, and then

one day I was cooking the last of the food at our outdoor

stove when----

Scene II

(The curtains have been opening very slowly and quietly

and the children do not look at the characters on the stage

until they begin to speak. The scene on the stage shows an
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adobe house at right front. Dried tree back drop and real

branches of dead trees placed near the back give a look

of drouth. Pans and straw Mexican hats, that are ragged,

hang on the side of the house. A door is at center front

of the house with old benches lining either side. Another

bench sits before the outdoor adobe stove at left center

front. A woman, who represents the grandmother at forty,

is bending over to stir a kettle on the stove. She looks

thin, tired and shabbily dressed in a drab full skirt and

white blouse. Two children, a girl and a boy, dressed in

dull clothing that appears to be made of sacking, are

watching anxiously.)

DONATO: It smells so good, Vother. Will there lots

of it?

SRA. PENA: (Looking sorrowfully at him) I think so,

Donato. But you need more than this for those hollow cheeks

of yours.

ELIDA: (Feeling her own face) Are my cheeks hollow,

too?

SRA. PENA: Very hollow, Elida, and your face used to

be so rosy.

ELIDA: Why did they get hollow, Mother?

DONATO: It's because we moved to Texas; I heard Dad

say so.

SEA. PENA: It's not just that, Donato.
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DONATO: Well, Dad said that we'd never had enough to

eat since we came to Rio Grande City.

SRA. PENA: Oh, but we have. You are too young to

remember. For the first years, everything was green from

plenty of rain. The spring flowed cool and the hills there

(pointing off left) were green and the flowers bloomed all

the time. Oh, it was beautiful before the droujh.

(She steps toward the footlights, turns slightly to
521

the left and begins to sing "Sweet Sugar Cane." As she

sings the children gather around her and an older daughter,

Martina, enters through the house door. The children join

in singing the second verse. It is sung in Spanish. When

the song is ended, all of them drop back into their original

places as Elida speaks.)

ELIDA: tWhat's a drouth, Mummy?

SRA. PENA: Poor dear, asking about a drouth when it's

all you can remember.

MARTINA: (Kneeling beside Elida) It means that there

is no rain to make plants grow and to give us water to drink.

(She rises and moves to the back of the stove to look in the

kettle.) How good it smellsJ I'm so hungry! But do you

remember that it's almost the last meat we have?

521
Ibjd. ,pp.46-48.
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(The two smaller children move to the benches at the

door to sit and play indolently.)

SRA. PENA: Father said there was one more cow that we

could slaughter.

iARTINA: Old Lanina, oh, he couldn't!

SRA. PENA: We must eat, Martina. Look at Elida and

Donato, so thinand wan. It breaks my heart to see them

so, If God would only send rain.

IVARTINA: Surely it must come. It's so hot and the

clouds lie on the horizon.

S1A. PENA: Every night I pray that rain may fall.

ARTIiA: I1 too, mother. But only dust falls in ani-

swer to my prayers. (She sits quietly at the stove and
52

sings softly the first verse of "Cuatro lilpas," while

her mother stirs. At the end of the words, a chorus behind

the stage picks up the song and hums another verse.) Did

you know that the Ramirez family has moved from their

ranch? All their cattle have died.

SEA. PENA: It seems that all of us will be forced

away. Seven years is almost all a people can bear.

MARTINA: Father was right when he wanted to return to

Mexico. He never liked it here.

52
F. Gonzales, compiler, La Horadj Canto, pp.38-39.
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SHA. PENA: At first he did when the crops were good.

Then we said this would always be our home. I mean to stay

until there is no way of staying longer.

MARTINA: But we have no food.

StA. PENA: Don't forget old Lanina.

DONATO: (Nho has looked off right.) Here comesffather.

Let's go meet him, Blida. (He starts off to right.)

BLIDA: No, I'm tired. (Donato exits.)

(Mother and Martina look at Blida and exchange looks.)

SRA. PENA: (looking at Elida) Poor little thing!

Come, Martina, help me with the kettle, we can take it in

and be ready for dinner.

AkRTIIA: (As she starts to lift the kettle) There's

someone with Father. It's a woman all in white.

SRA. PENA: Who can she.be? I've never seen her be-

fore.

M&RTINA: She has a red cross on her cap. Pve heard

heard of her.

(Sr. Pena, Donato and Mrs. Duncan, a Red Cross worker,

enter at right. Sr. Pena is dressed in shabby clothes and

carries a large sombrero that is badly battered. Mrs.

Duncan is immaculate in a white uniform and cap.)

SR. PENA: This is Sra. Pera, Mrs.Duncan, and my

daughters, Martina and little Elida.

(Sra. Pena and Martina speak and curtsey. Elida hangs
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her head and won't speak.)

MRS. DUNCAN: How do you do? Come, little Elida,

won't you say "hello" to me? I like little girls.

SHA. PENA: She has been this way for some time,

since she has been so thin. don'tt you sit over here on the

bench?

(Sra. Pena leads her to the bench at the doorway and

hearer the center of the stage.)

VRo. DUNCAN: (Sitting down) I understand. Many of

the children are like that now. The drouth is doing things

to our people.

SR. PENA: What are we going to do before long, if we

get no crops?

MRS. DUNCAN: That is what I've come to talk to you
about. I represent the Red Cross in the state of Texas.

All of Texas has heard about the drouth and has sent many

things that will help you until your crops begin to grow

again.

SR. PENA: You mean food?

lMS. DUNCAN: Yes. Food, clothing, medicines, seed and

other things.

IIARTINA: Mother, did you hear?

SRA. PEIA: But, madam, we can't be beggars.

MS. DUNCAN: Don't ever think of it that way. We are a

world of neighbors together. Wouldn't you help a neighbor when

he needed it?
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SRA. PENA: Yes.

MVS. DUNCAN: Then wouldn't you let the neighbor help

you in return?

SRA. PENA: Yes.

M S. DUNCAN: The Red Cross is the means of letting

neighbors from a little farther away help one another. Do

you understand?

SRA. PENA: I think so.

(The music of "A Mighty Fortress is Our God," is

played softly.)

12S. DUNCAN: I came to see what things you needed.

Food, I'm sure. Some clothing, medicine?

SR. PENA: Food is first. We have nothing left but a

little meat. Clothing for the children and seed. e are

well so far; so we won't need medicines.

IMS. DUNCAN: (Writing in a notebook) Very well.

There are five in the family?

SR. PENA: No, six. There is another boy who is

twelve, Gregorio.

MRS. DUNCAN: (Rising) You should receive these things

by this time tomorrow.

53
J. E. Maddy and Otto Idiessner. All-American Song Book

, ._p. 97.
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SR. PENA: Thank you very much. We do appreciate

your help.

MRS. DUNCAN: It has been so nice to meet you. My

thoughts and prayers will be with you. Goodbye.

ALL: Good bye. (or) Thank you. (or) Come again.

(Mrs. Duncan exits right as the others follow to look

after her., Gregorio enters from left, running, disheveled

and breathless. He is shabbily dressed, as are the other

members of the family.)

GREGORIO: Father, Mother, old Lanina is dead. Father,

what will we do; we have no more food.

(The family circles Gregorio. The father and mother

comfort him.)

SR. PENA: (Patting Gregorio on the shoulder ) Don't

cry, Gregorio, I'm sorry about Lanina, too. But God has

been good to us. A lady just came to give us food and

clothing; food that will be much better and more health-

giving than just meat.

GREGORIO: Really, Father? Where is it?

SR. PENA: Tomorrow it will arrive.

BRA. PENA: I do not like it. I do not like to accept

charity.

SR. PENA: Nor I, but this is God-given.

SRA. PENA: If only God would give us rain. Then we
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could provide our own food and clothing.

MARTINA: We have all prayed and He did not answer.

SRA. PENA: Perhaps we have not done our best. Let us

put our prayers together. Let's go to the very top of

that highest hill on our knees and pray together.

iARTINA: And let's offer the first shoots of green

if we get rain to grow them.

SRA. PENA: Yes, we will carry them to the hilltop as

soon as they grow.

DONATO: Oh, yes, let's go right now.

SRA. PENA: Come children. Hurry, so that we will

soon be at the top of the big hill.

54(They join hands quickly and begin to sing "La Perla"

as they leave the stage to the left. The song gradually

grows softer until it cannot be heard, and then the cur-

tains slowly close.)

Scene III

(The scene is to represent the hilltop. Its appearance

is created by a platform at center back, with a low piece

of scenery before it to create the effect of the ground.

It should be semi-circular in shape and resembling a hilltop.

The lighting should be dim and near the floor behind the

54
Irma Labastille, Canciones Tipicas, pp. 31-33.
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platform. The family stands or kneels on the platform in

prayerful attitude. The father stands in the center with

arms uplifted, the mother kneels with her hands at her chin.

If a wind machine is available, its use could be very ef-
55

fective. Soft music, "Faith of Our Fathers," is heard.

They hold the silhouette as they sing the words. At the end

of the song, a light shines down on them from above. This

light would be more effective if it were controlled by rheo-

stat; then the light could grow bright and dim gradually.

When the light is normal again, the members of the family,

one by one, put up their hands as though feeling rain drops

and then look heavenward. If possible, use the sound of pat-

tering rain. The children rise and begin to jump around in

happiness, the parents smile and clasp one another's hands.

The curtain closes slowly.)

Scene IV

(The Grandmother again takes up the thread of the

story.)

GRANDMOTHER: Now, do you children understand why it is

so important? In answer to our prayers the rain began to

fall and immediately we gave our promise to God that every

year our family would carry the first green shoots to the

J. E daddy and W.0. Miessner, p. cij., p. 89.
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hill as an offering. Within the next few years we erected

the iron cross that stands there on the hill. True to our

promise, every year we have carried our offering there. It

is almost time to go. The Father will soon be here from

the village to bless our shoots. Are you ready to go?

CHILDREN: Yes, Erandmother.

GRANDMOTHER: And will you give me your promise that

through all the years to come that you will carry on this

obligation, and that your children will be told about it?

CHILDREN: Oh, yes, Grandmother.

GRANDMOTHER: Then come along, all of you. Your

parents have the green crops ready.
5~6

(The music of "Rosario de la Aurora" begins as the

Grandmother rises and holding the hand of Enrique, leads

the children off to the left.)

Rosario die to /AUrorc

On de o -to por I roro -sQ'rio, por u-rno ve -o nG e l so9-rrcyar

yao ir-qen Morl .O le di-Ce: de 10 de o tcporo

66 \o-e - TotOher men.-os Oe90JAec

Vi C1o$ 05 rS A S~n1 Ovo- SQ- w e _ 

Allena Luce, Cancione s Ppuolare s, pp. 89-81.
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PEDRO AND THE SAFETY COUNCIL

(With the presence of both Anglo and Latin American

students in the same school, problems are sometimes dif-

ferent from those arising in schools without such a con-

dition. This play has its basis in an actual occurrence

in which cooperation between the two language groups and

respect for one's position, regardless of color or race, is

demonstrated.)

Cast

The members of a fifth or sixth grade class:

Harriet Vern

Connie Ray

Martha George

Virginia Martin

Pedro, a boy from Mexico new to the school

Eleven other boys and girls

liss W7alker, the teacher of the class

Setting.--Scene I takes place on the school playground.

Scene II takes place in the classroom.

Time.--Scene I takes place at the noon period. Scene

II takes place that afternoon.

Scene I

(As the curtain opens, children sit and stand about the
5.7stage. They are all singing "The Dancing Song." Some of them

McConathy and others, op.. .lt., p. 211.
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are eating, others are playing games while Virginia, at

center front, is skipping rope. A burly boy, George, runs

across the stage from the right entrance, bumps into Virginia

and she falls, he runs on. Another boy, Vern, enters in

pursuit. The children break off the song, jump up and

gather about Virginia or look off to the left after George.

Three girls go to Virginia's aid.)

HARRIET: Did he hurt you, Virginia?

CONNIE: Can you get up? He is a big bully:

MARTHA: I just hate him, he always picks on someone

little.

VZRN: (Who stops) Are you all right, Virginia? He

hit little Bobby Evans and I was trying to catch him.

VIRGINIAi (Getting to her feet) Oh, I'm just skinned

a little. Go on and catch him, Vern.

RAY: (Coming up) Look, here comes that new boy from

Mexico and George is with him.

VEIRN: dell, he is picking poor friends if he likes

George.

VIRGINIA: No, they're not friends. Look how mad

George is:

(The children look off to the left, laugh, and begin to
"58sing "there Was a Man in Our Town, Some of the girls form a

58
Treasure Chest of More ng and Games for Children

(athor not qIvenp.39,
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circle and skip about while they sing. Pedro and George enter

near the end of the song and the other children crowd about

them as the song ends.)

PEDRO: (Addressing Vern) Did you want to see this boy?

VERN: You bet I did. He hit a little first grade boy

and threw his lunch away. I'm going to beat him up.

PEDRO: Oh, I wouldn't do that.

VERN: Why not? Are you sticking up for that big bully.

GEORGE: Shut up! You can't talk to me like that!

ERN: Who can't. Let go of him, I'll show him.

GEORIGEg Tommy Bush and I'll beat you up.

PEDRO: Wait a minute! You can't settle this by fight-

ing. It won't make George any better. Besides, I saw him run

into that girl. There needs to be more done about it than just

fighting.

HARIIET: He's right! I think George should be turned

over to the safety council.

VIRGINIA: But they haven't met for months; not since

Gordon moved away.

PEDRO: What is this, a safety council?

RAY: It's a group of the boys and girls who meet to de-

cide on rules of safety for the school.

MARTHA: And they help the children of the school to ob-

serve the rules.

VIRGINIA: But we haven't needed the council for a long
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time and now some of the members have moved away.

MARTIN: (Who has been listening) Let's ask Miss Walker

for an election and start it again.

PEDRO: Very good. Then let us wait for the safety

council to care for George.

VRN: All right, but I think I could do it better.

GEORGE: You leave me alone.

(The children face George and sing "Always Do as People
Say You Should." George looks down shaiaefacedly and then
up belligerently as they sing. 'When the song is ended, Ray

speaks.)

RAY: Your name is Pedro, isn't it?

PEDRO: Yes.

RAY: You'd make a good member of the council, I think.
I've seen you watching out for the little children on the

swings.

VIRGINIA: fly little sister says you are awfully nice to
all of them and you make them play fair.

HARRIET: My little brother said the same thing.

MARTIN: Why do you stay with the little children so much?
PEDRO: They have been very friendly to me, but mainly

because I miss my own brothers and sisters very much.

ClElla Herbert Bartlett, editor, igctor jerjbert Songs forChildren, pp. 19-22.
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VERN:. hnere do they live?

PEDRO: They still live in Mexico, many miles away.

(Pedro steps forward near the footlights, and as the
6o

others watch him, he sings "Home Song.")

MARTHA: That was very pretty. You must be lonesome for

them. How many brothers and sisters do you have?

PEDRO: Seven! Three sisters and four brothers. So

many times they wished to fight just as Vern and George did.

CONNIE: Did they?

PEDRO: (Laughing) Oh yes, at first, until all the rest

of us talked it over and made them see that it was foolish.

CONNIE: Just like our council! He should be on ours.

RAY: Come on, let's go in and see Miss Walker.

GEORGE: (As Vern takes his arm) I'm not going.

MARTIN AND RAY: Oh, yes you aret (Each takes hold of

George, too.)

VIRGINIA: Come with us, Pedro.

(They begin to sing "There Wgs a Crooked Man"61 as they

form a procession behind the boys who are leading George.

They exit to left and the curtain is pulled quickly.)

60
David Stevens ani Peter W. Dykema, editors, Sing!, p.14.

61
Treasure Chest f More Songs nd 2jamds _for Children,

pp. 18-19.
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Sdene II

(A class of twenty children sit in a classroom. Their

right is to the audience and the teacher's desk faces them.

The teacher has not entered yet. The students are working
62

on notebooks and singing "I Can't Do That Sum." When the

song is finished, the teacher enters.)

TEACHER: You may pass your papers forward now. 'e have

gome business to take care of before we go on to our next

class.

(The children pass the papers forward just as it would

be done in their own classroom.)

TEACHER: It has been called to my attention that we are

in need of the services of our safety council again. I was

happy that for so long we had no need of it. Most of our

members are still here, but Gordon, our chairman, has moved

away. So this afternoon we should select someone to take

his place. Are there nominations?

RAY: (Rising) Madam Chairman --

TEACER: Ray.

RAY: I nominate Pedro. He has just come here a short

while ago, but he has shown that he understands how to get

along with others and how to help others get along together,

too.

62
Bartlett, .22.f1., pp. 9-11.
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TEACHER: Very good, Ray. You gave excellent reasons

for your nomination.

GEORGE: (Without rising) I nominate Tommy Bush. He's

a friend of mine.

TEACHER: Would he be a good member of the council?

GEORGE: I think so. (He looks at Ray menacingly.)

MARTIN: (Rising) Madam Chairman, I nominate Martha.

She always gets along well with everyone.

VIRGINIA: adam Chairman.

TEACHER: Virginia.

VIRGINIA: I move that nominations cease.

HARRIET: I second the motion.

TEACHER: It is moved and seconded that the nominations be

closed. All in favor, raise your hands. (All lift hands.) It

is unanimous. Will Pedro, Tommy and Martha please leave the

room? (They exit to right) Now think well about these three:

Weigh your liking for them with their worth and ability. We

shall start with Martha. All those in favor of Martha, raise

your hands. (Six hands are raised.) All those in favor of

Tommy. (Only George's hand goes up; he frowns.) All in
favor of Pedro. (All the other hands). You have chosen

well. Pedro has proved himself to be a fine citizen during
his time in our school. Vern, call the three. (He exits

and returns with the others.)
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TEACHER: Pedro, you have been selected for the safety

council. It is a great honor your class has given you.
63

(The class breaks out into "He's a Jolly Good Fellow"

and Pedro smiles broadly as he listens.)

PEDRO: I thank all of you for this honor. I will try

my best to be a good member of the council.

TEACIER: Do you know of any improvements you could

suggest to the council?

PEDRO: Oh yes, I think the children of different

grades should eat in different places at noon. I think

lines should be drawn around the swings so that children

could tell when they were getting too near.

TEACHER: Very good suggestions.

PEDRO: And one more thing, I think anything that has

happened in the past should not be brought before th council.

Let's give them another chance Will you? (He appeals to

the class.)

ALL: Yes, we will.
64

(All on the stage join in singing "Sing" , with George

and Tommy smiling happily.)

63
J.E. Maddy and Otto Miessner, All- ican Song

kgpdk, p. 101. ria

64
Stevens and Dykema, gap. cit., p. 2.
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TEAChlER: Now, we will be dismissed for recess. (The

children rise and as they exit to both left and right they

hum the song again. George walks over to Pedro and puts

his hand on his shoulder.)

GEORGE: (The humming continues through the rest of

the play.) You are a real pal, Pedro; I like you. I'm

going to be the best I can because you gave me another

chance. You'll see,

PEDRO: (Putting his arm about George's shoulder and

walking off to the right with him) I'm very happy.

(The humming dies away as the curtains close.)
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FIESTA DAY IN MEXICO

(Most of the important historical days, the religious

holidays, and the seasons are commemorated by the Mexicans

in fiestas. They correspond somewhat to our fairs, and

like the fairs, they provide a good market for articles

which the Mexicans make at home. Not the least important

aspect of the fiesta is the occasion for the Mexicans to

get together. Especially do the young people like to dress

up in their typical holiday attire and be prepared for the

promenade on the plaza.)

Cast

Pablo Guzman, a boy of seventeen

Alicia, Guzman, a girl of fourteen

Olga Guzmin, a girl of twelve

fanuel Guzmgn, a boy of nine

Delia Guzma'n, a girl of six

Senor Guzma'n, the father of these five children

Senor Alvarez, a friend at the Fiesta

Sgaora Alvarez, his wife

Rosa Alvarez, the older daughter

Lupe Alvarez, the younger daughter

Senor Candla, another friend at the Fiesta

Senora Candla, his wife

Alberto Candfa, the son

Berta Candla, the daughter

Juanita, a young friend at the Fiesta
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Tomas, a friend

Armando, a friend

Rogelio, a friend

Act I

Settin.--This act takes place in the interior of a
Mexican home, probably the kitchen, with a table, a cup-

board, straight chairs and benches. The family is pre-

paring to leave home for the fiesta in the nearby village.

.Te..--Very early on a spring morning.

(As the curtain opens, the two older girls, Alicia

and Olga, are on the stage wrapping pottery and placing

it in baskets. Alicia goes to the right entrance and calls.)

ALICIA; Wake up, Manuel. Wake up, Delia. Hurry up,

we must pack our pottery.

OLGA: Father is loading ,the burro with the baskets now.
Hurry or we will go to the fiesta without you.

M1ANUEL and DELIA: (Offstage) We are coming.

PABLO: (Entering from the left) The burro is ready.
Did Father take the serapes?

ALICIA: - They are on the table over there. (Pointing)

PABLO: Where are the little ones? They will not be
ready. Have you called them?

OLGA: yes, but they are such sleepy heads.

PABLO: Take care with that pottery. Manuel and I spent
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many hours making it. It will be the nicest thing we have

to sell in our booth.

OLGA: Oh, no, it won't, Mr. Smarty. The lace Alicia

and I made is the best.

ALICIA: You both know that Father's baskets are always

the best sellers that we have. Everyone likes Father's

baskets.

(Manuel and Delia enter from the right.)

OLGA: Here come our sleepers. You were almost left

behind.

MANUEL: This is- the best day of all the year.

DELIA: Uh-hum! Look at my new dress, Pablo; isn't it

pretty?

PABLO: Very pretty, my vain little sister. Did

Alicia make it for you?

DELIA: Yes and Olga helped her.

PABLO: Hurry up, Manuel, get the basket from the cor-

ner and bring it outside.

MANUEL: Is the burro loaded yet?

OLGA: Of course, did you think we could sleep all

morning and get to the fiesta?

(Pablo and Manuel exit left and Alicia calls after them.)

ALICIA: Don't forget the baskets with the food.

DELIA: Are we going to eat by the spring again?
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OLGA: Oh, yes, we always eat breakfast by the spring

on the way to the fiesta. You are just too young to remember.

DELIA: No, I'm not. I knew we would eat there; I just

wanted to think about it! (Alicia and Olga laugh at her.)

ALICIA: iell, that is almost everything. We must hurry

if we are to be in town by eight o'clock.

(seior Guzman enters from the left.)

SR. GUZMAN: What is left?

ALICIA: Only this basket and a blanket.

SR. GUBMAN: Ah, here is my little girlZ Are you ready

to walk over the mountain so early in the morning?

DELIA: Oh, yes, rather, let's hurry. I want to be

there now!

SR. GUZHAN: (Laughing) All right, we must hurry then.

(Picks up the basket.) Get the blanket, Olga, and Alicia see

that the door is closed. We are off to the Fiesta of the

Spring.

ALL THREE GIRLS: Hurray.

(They hurry out and Alicia closes the door behind them.)

Quick Curtain

Act II

Setting. --This act is at the fair ground with many people

milling about among the booths trimmed with bright bunting

and hung with every type of Mexican ware: blue glass, painted
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wooden trays, baskets, serapes, sombreros, bright embroidered

shaWls, and so forth. These booths must be as flat as possible

to the back and sides of the stage in order to leave room for

the parade and the dancing. It would be possible to get Along

with three booths. One booth, the one farthest to the right,
should be left bare and empty. As the curtain opens all on

the stage must be busy at something.

2TLi.--Later the same morning.

(As the curtains open, most of the people are working at
decorating one of the booths or standing together or moving

about to survey the work of the others. All are singing
65

"Las Vacaciones" in Spanish and the gestures of the workers

Las Vcaco-S

ies ie& senm ont, Ve etsevn-blan-x f-t oco A ProdlAe

teAl cut -rnqr Jos ri-

go-recAe-roe4~, ess-0- Pe. u c-M nc e r-sp K-o; len a

4* ro,'Y enh, rc F ro- Ja,)ao te-?C ra.

are in rhythm with the music. As the song ends the people

laugh.)

Allena Luce, Qgnciones Populares, pp. 28-29.
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SR. ALVAREZ: The booths are almost ready and all the

families are here except the Guzman family. I fear they

have not planned to come this year.

ROSA ALVAREZ: Oh, I hope they come. Alicia is my best

friend.

SRA. ALVAREZ: It would be a great loss if they are

not here to sing.

ALBERTO: They are always the best singers at the fiesta

each year.

BER TA: And what will we do about the dance?

SRA. CANDIA: Do not worry; I am sure they will come.

Almost every year they are late because they stop to picnic

beside the mountain spring on the way.

ROSA ALVAREZ: It is beautiful there. We went there once.

LUPE ALVAREZ: (Running in from the left) Father, the

Guzmans are coming and they are all carrying something.

S A. CANDIA: You see, they are here!

(Rosa, Lupe, Alberto exit to left while others look out

to the left. They re-enter immediately with Guzma'n family.

Each is carrying a load. Those on the stage move forward to

greet the Guzma'ns, talking at once.)

ALL: (Speaking in different ways) Hello. You are late.

de were glad you are here.

SR. CANDIA: We had begun to think you would not come

this year.
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SR. GUZMAN: Never fear, we will always come. My

children really love the fiesta. But they like the mountain

spring, too; and today they played there too long.

SR. ALVAREZ: Everyone, come along and help. We will

have your booth decorated right away.

(All move toward the Guzman booth and as many as are

needed begin to work. They spread bunting and thumb tack it

in place, hang or spread out the wares of the Guzma'ns. They

do this while the conversation continues.)

JUANITA: Oh, Alicia, this year the parade is to be

on this plaza. Isn't it wonderful?

ALICIA: I'm so glad. Then we can be near our booths

and enjoy all the fun, too.

TOMAS: These are beautiful baskets, Sr.Guzman.

ALICIA: Yes, father's baskets are the best selling

things we have.

PABLO: Just you wait, one day Manuel and I will bring

pottery to surpass even the baskets.

OLGA: Listen to our brother, he likes to brag about

his pottery.

BERTA: Let's hang this scarf here.

ALICIA: Fine! It looks very pretty there.

ALBERTO: Hand me that big basket. (Pablo hands it to

him.) Here is the place for it.
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SRA. CANDIA: Yes, indeed, that is just right. Now a

small piece of pottery on each side. Now:

SR. GUZzAN: There, it is finished and it is beautiful.

Thank you all for your help.
66

(Off-stage is the sound of music and "Perjura" is

begun and sung in Spanish.)

S11. ALVAREZ: And just in time for...listen, don't I

hear the parade singers?

(The sound of singing grows louder and those on the

stage crowd toward the left entrance to watch for the parade.

As those in the parade enter from the left, those on the stage

smile, clap hands softly to the music1 the girls hold their

skirts and step from side to side to the music. Those in the

parade wear funny costumes of any type or variety, just as

though they were attending a masquerade ball. Big, ugly

false faces, long arm effects made with sticks, or long leg

effects produced by boys who walk well on stilts would make

this more comical. Everyone is singing and keeping time in

some manner. A few or many could be taking little dance steps,

while others could be clapping, hopping, swaying or skipping.

As the members of the parade enter, some will draw the people

on the stage into the parade until everyone is in it. The

march continues around the stage, first going across the mid-

dle of the stage and then circling back to the left entrance

Lbid., pp. 89-90.
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until a large circle extends around the stage. When the song

ends, the parade breaks up. Those who have booths resume

their places while the others move to the booths and with

much laughing and talking go through the pantomime of bar-

gaining and buying. The buyers purchase until half the

stock seems depleted. Armando steps up on a box at the end

of a booth and calls out.)

AR'IANDO: Listen, everyone! (He holds out his hands for

silence.) Here is the Guzman family who sing those beauti-

ful songs for us each year. Shall we hear them sing now?

ALL: Oh, yes. Please do!

ARrANDO: Seaior Guzman, will you and your children sing

for us now?

SR. GUZMAN: ye would be glad to. Are you ready, chil-

dren?

(The children nod their acceptance and Armando steps

down from the box.)

DELIA: Father, I want to sing, too. You said I might

this year.

SR. GUZMAN: All right, little one, come with us. We

could not do without youJ

(The Guzrman family moves forward to the center front of

the stage. Others stand or sit in a big semi-circle about

them.)
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SR. GUZMAN: Our first song is "El Pa'jaro Errante."67

(At the close of the song there is cheering.)
68SR. CANDIA: Last year you sang "Serenata de Pierrot."

Will you sing it again?

PABLO: Yes, sir.

(This song is sung and there is cheering again.)
69SR. GUZMAN: Now, a last one, "La Golondrina, " which

my children love best. Please, everyone sing with us.

(All on the stage join in singing this song. All three

bf these songs should be sung in Spanish.)

SR. GUZMIAN: Now I would like to see a dance.

70TOMAS: Choose a partner for the Jarab Tapao.

Alicia, will you be my partner?

(Tomas and Alicia, Pablo and Rosa, Armando and Berta,

Alberto and Olga step forward and with the girls lined up

on the right of the boys they perform the dance.)

LUPE ALVAREZ: (At the conclusion of the dance) Look!

Here come "Los Viejitos"z Aren't they funny?

(All crowd around the six dancers who come from the left
71to the center front of the stage to perform "Los Viejitos."

67 68
Ibid., p. 43. Ibid., pp. 26-27h

69 70
Ibid., pp. 62-63. Memories of Mexico,pp.15-18.

71
Edith Johnston, RgIQnQl Dangs .of jexico , pp.41-42.
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Everyone watches the dance with laughter. All those on the

stage follow the dancers to the left entrance as they dance

off. They clap and wave to them as they go out of sight.

Again buying breaks out and the booths are swamped with busi-

ness.)

ROGELIO: (Running in from the left) The food vendors

are ready. The steaming tortillas smell better than ever!

ALL: (Using different answers) Hurray! Let's eat,

Let's go.

(The last purchasing is done. Some begin to exit to

the left immediately, others follow with new purchases. When

all are gone except Sr. and Sra. Candla, Berta, Alberto, Sr.

and Sra. Alvarez, Rosa and Lupe and the Guzman family, they

begin to gather up some of the stock in the booths and place

it below the counter.)

SRA. ALVAREZ: The day is nearly gone and most of our

wares are sold.

SR. GUZMAN: They have bought very well. I shall soon

sell the rest and then we must go home.

PABLO: Don't forget the promenade and the dancing that

comes this evening!

SR. GUZ14AN: There isn't much chance of that with the

three of you talking of nothing else for a year.

SRA. ALVAREZ: My children look forward to it more than to
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anything else in the fiesta. Is everyone hungry?

ALL: Oh, yes.

SR. ALVAREZ: Let's be off then to the food booths.

4IAUEL: I'm hungryl I hope they have lots of beans and

tortillas.

DELIA: Me, too.
72

(The singing of "Perjura" 2is heard off-stage to the

right, followed almost immediately by people entering from

the right.)

ALBERT: Look, here come the others who have booths.

Are you ready?

ALICIA: Yes. Oh, hasn't this been the very best

fiesta ever?

(All on stage nod in agreement as they join those who

have just entered from the right. All continue singing
"Perjura" as they cross the stage and exit to the left.)

Quick Curtain

72
Luce, 22. cit., pp. 88-90.
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THE GARZA'S FIRST THANKSGIVING DAY

(There is a marked similarity between the Mexican

fiestas for the harvest and our observance of Thanksgiving

Day. It is desirable to discover likenesses between these

countries and project them.)

Cast

Estela Garza, a girl of ten years

Jose Garza, a boy of twelve years

Ramon Garza, a boy of eight years

SeBnora Gara, the mother of Estela, Jose and 4amon

Senor Garza, her husband

Senor and Senora Flores, friends of the Garza family

1r. and Mrs. Martin, friends of the Garza family

Children who take parts in the Thanksgiving play:

Eleven Pilgrims, parts divided between girls and boys

The Announcer, dressed as a Pilgrim

White Cloud, an Indian Chief

A brave

Any number of other Pilgrims and Indians

Act I

Settina.--This act takes place in the typically Mexican

home of the Garza family that has just moved to the United

States to establish a home. The room has a serape table

cover, pottery, blue glass, and baskets with bright flowers.
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There is a rustic fireplace at center back.

Tire.--Just after school on a November afternoon

(Senora Garza sits sewing in an easy chair at left front.

There is a table beside her chair. Laughter and singing are

heard off-stage and the three children enter from the right
73

singing "As I Was Going to St. Ives."

ESTELA: Hel1p, Mother!

SRA. GARZA: Children, where have you been? Aren't you

late?

JOSE: Yes, Kother, but the teacher wanted us to stay

after school for a few minutes to get our parts for the

Thanksgiving play. A lot of the children in the school are

going to be in it.

SRA. GARZA: Thanksgiving play? What kind of a play is

that?

JOSE: It is just a special day they celebrate here in

the United States. Our play is about Thanksgiving Day.

ESTELA: All three of us are in it.

RAMON: Yes, Estela and Jose are going to be Piggins,

and I am going to be an Indian.

ESTELA: Oh, Ramdn, you always say Piggins. That's not

right! We are going to be Pilgrims, not Piggins.

73
Treasure Chest of More Songs and Games f2r Children,

p. 11.
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1AUNt All right, it doesn't matter what you call them.

ESTLLA: Yes it does, because that was Lheir names.

CRA. GA\ZA: Do you know what Pilgrims are, Estela?

ESTELA: Sure. The teacher told us about them today.

She said they were some people who came 
to the United

States a long time ago.

RAION: She taught us this song. Listen, mother!

(The three children move together and join in 
singing

74
"Thaniksgiving." )

JorE: Ve are going to have costumes, too. leather,

will you make our costumes for the play

SRA. GARZA: Of course, Jose. To think, my children

who have lived in this country for only three 
months are

going to be in a play so soon. I am very happy. Jhen is

the play to be?

RALION: It is on the Friday after next.

JtSE: And Jother, Estela has something to say about

the first Thanksgiving day.

SIHA. GARZA: What is this Thanksgiving day? I don't

think we had a day like that in Mexico. Are they giving

thanks for something?

RALON: For a play, maybe!

74
Osbourne McConathy and Others, The Music HourBook I,

p. 19.
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ESTELA: Oh, no, Ramd'n, that's silly' It's something

about these Pilgrims, Mother, and they have it every year,

the teacher said.

SRA. GARZA: You must learn more about it, children.

If we are going to be good citizens of this new land, we

must learn its customs. It is very different from Mexico.

JOSE: Some of the games are like ours, but they don't

dance and sing very much.

SRA. GARZA: I want you to always remember about Mexico,

but you must work hard to learn these new things here, too.

ESTELA: I like the school and the teacher, Uother, and

I'm glad I'm in the play.

JOSE: Me, tool

SRA. GARZA: Now, do you have any lessons? If you do,

you should study before supper. After we eat we will help

Estela learn her part.

RA-vION: Goody, goody! I can learn it quicker than

Estela. I should have had the part instead of her, anyway.

ESTELA: No, sir, the teacher gave it to me because I've

learned English better than you. So there!

SRA. GARZA: Come, come, children! Sit here at the

table.

JOSE: Get your books, Estela!

(Sra. Garza clears the table, while the children gather

their books together. Estela reaches the table last.)
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1STELA: I don't want to sit by you, Ramo'n.

RAlON: I'm going to sit right here.

(Sra. Garza exits to the left; the children begin to

study.)

Curtain

Act II

Settig.--The scene is the same as Act I.

Time.--A cool evening, several days later.

(A fire burns in the fireplace. Sra. Garza and Sr. and

Sra. Flores are seated near the fir.)

SRA. GARZA: Alberto is almost never as late as this.

Something must be wrong.

SR. FLORES: Don't Worry, Senora Garza, there's so much

for a farmer to do as the days grow colder.

SRA. FLORES: You will grow used to it, Senora. A

farmer's work is never finished. It took me many months to

get used to it and to like it in the United States.

SRA. GARZA: Oh, I like it. It is only that everything

is so strange here. Even the children tell me many new things.

SRA. FLORES: What have they been telling you now?

SRA. GARZA: Only last week the children came home to

tell me about a day called Thanksgiving.

SR. FLORES: Thanksgiving is one of the national holi-

days in this country.
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SRA. GARZA: For what are they giving thanks? The chil-

dren did not know,

(A knock sounds at the right entrance. Sra. Garza goes

to answer it.)

SRA. GARZA: (Opening the door) How do you do? Won't

you come in?

( r. and frs. Martin enter)

MR. AND MI'S. MARTIN: How do you do?

SRA. GARZA: Do come in, Mr. and Mrs. martin. These are

friends we knew in Mexico many years ago, Sr. and Sra. Flores.

ALL FOUR: (Speaking differently) How do you do? I'm

happy to know you. Good evening.

SRA. GARZA: Please be seated. Sr. Garza has not come

in froia his work yet.

MR. MARTIN: We came by to remind you of the school

program Friday night. We would like to have you come.

SRA. GARZA: Indeed we will. All three of our children

are in the play. Two are Pilgrims and the other is an Indian.

M1S. MARTIN: Oh, that is nice, We have all admired your

children. They have come to this country so recently and they

have fitted their ways to ours so well.

SRA. GARZA: We are anxious to become citizens of the

United States, so we wish to understand the customs here.

MRS. MARTIN: Then the Thanksgiving holiday is a good

place to begin. It is one of our most beautiful customs.
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S*a. FLORES: Senora Garza does not understand the meaning

of Thanksgiving.

SRA. GARZA: It seems so different from our holidays

in Mexico.

UM. ARTIN: No, it is like the holidays of many coun-

tries.

ir. 'Ax1IN: After the program Friday, I believe you

will understand its meaning.

(Sr. Garza enters from left carrying grain in his hands.)

SR. GARZA: Welcome, all of you, to our humble home.

Look, here is the last of our grain. Everything is cared for

and put away against the cold. It has been a good harvest.

SRA. GARZA: (Looking happily at the grain) Give praise

to our Maker!

SRA. GAIRZA: Why, it is the best harvest we have ever had.

4MR. MARTIN: Now you know the meaning of Thanksgiving Day!

SRA. GARZA: You mean giving thanks for the harvest? But

we do that in Mexico.

LRS. MARTIN: Of course you do.

SR. GARZA: The most important fiesta of our village was

for the harvest.

SRA. GARZA: Then our countries are a little alike.

MRS. MARTIN: They are very much alike in many ways.

te celebrate many of the same days and seasons.

S3. GARZA: But the children speak of Pilgrims. Who are

they?
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MR. MARTIN: I believe that will be easily understood

from the children's play.

SR. GARZA: You mean the play at the school, don't you?

Then let us wait and the play will be enjoyed more.

SRA. GARZA: Father, let us carry out our Thanksgiving

now. Will all of you give thanks with us?

(Sr. Garza drops to one knee while the others bow their

heads.)

Curtain

Act III

Setftn.--This act takes place at the schoolhouse the

night of the children's Thanksgiving play. The parents sit

in rows at the left front of the stage. The rows angle so

that the parents face the right rear corner of the stage.

The Garzas, Floreses and Martins are seated prominently.

If possible, a raised platform of a foot should occupy the

rest of the stage. If this is not possible, then the

cleared stage could serve as the children's stage.

Zi~m.--An evening before Thanksgiving.

(A chorus of children dressed as Pilgrims enter and

form a semi-circle across the front of the raised platform to
75

sing "Thanksgiving Day." When the song is ended they exit

and the announcer enters froe the right and stands at the

75 Ibid., Book II, p. 33.
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right ront of ste.)

mN-<UNGER: (Speaking to parents) Noxw as we have seen

in the first part of our play, the Pilgrims have suffered

many hardships. Thoy have had poor crops and cold winters.

Then with this la t harvest, which ha s be en an abundc-ant one,

the Pilgrins begin to feel that they were right in leaving

the old country to come to live and worship in this new land.

ith thankful hearts they seek a way to offer praise and

thanksgiving properly to God for His goodness and help. Let

us look at the Pilgrims S they decide how best to do this.

(Announcer exits to the right and then fout Pilgrims

enter from right.)

FId PILGRI-: Cr God has been kind to His people.

he has cared for uS through the hard winter and has made

OUr gracin to prosper so tat we >ve abundan food for

anotiheryear.

SEW CUD PILRIl: He has approved our coin> to this new

land in order to worship Him as we chose.

TIRD PILGRI: You are right. I think we should offer

our thanks to God in some very special way.

FOURTH PILGRIP: I, too. Should we not set aside a

special dAy to be spent in chlurch-going and in prayer?

FIST DILGin: tery well, call the people together to

decide.

(The third and fourth Pilgrims exit and re-enter with

seven other Pilgrims.)
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EIRST PILGRID: Some of us have talked together and

we wish to set aside a special day for thanking God for His

goodness to us. Our harvest has been good and now the way

is clear for us to remain in America to make our 
homes. It

has come by the mercy of God. What do you say as 
to this

day of thanks?

FIFTH PILGRIM: Yea, I think it is well. What do the

others think?

ALL: Yea.

SIXTH PILGRIM: It is an excellent idea. When should

this day be set?

SEVENTH PILGRII: Let it be on next Thursday. Then, the

last of the grain will be harvested and all the work will be

done for the winter.

ALL: Yea.

FIAST PILGRIM: Very well; if all agree, it shall be set

for next Thursday.

EIGIITH PILGRIIM Let us have a service at our church be-

ginning at nine o'clock.

NINTH PILGRIM: (Played by Estela Garza) Yes, and let us

also use some of the fine harvest in preparing a meal of

thanksgiving.

TEINTH PILGRIM: And let us ask the friendly Indians to

eat with us. They have helped us more than we can repay.

FIRST PILGRIM: It is a good plan. Do all agree to this

plan?
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ALL: Yea.

TIItID PILGRIM: dhat is this day to be called?

SEVENTH PILGRIU: Since it is a time to give thanks,

why not call it Thanksgiving Day?

tLL: Yes, yes.

FLIST PTLGRIdM: Then, to your work so that we may be

ready by Thursday for our First Thanksgiving DayZ

(The Pilgrims turn and file out the right entrance.

The announcer enters and takes the same position as before.)

ANNOUNCER* So it came to pass, and on Thursday, the Pu-

grim women cooked the food, set the tables, and then all

went to church, singing as they walked.

(Toward the end of this speech the Pilgrims enter from

the right and as soon as the speech ends they begin to
76

sing"Thanksgiving Prayer" which continues through three

verses as they pantomime taking places in a church. The

men carry guns and the women Bibles.)

ANNOUNCER: At the church they kneel in devout prayer

and sing songs of praise. (The Pilgrims kneel on both

knees and bow their heads.) They stay for a long time in

fervent meditation and to hear the minister tell of the

great love of God. These are great and kind people who have

come here to worship God as they think is right and He has

76David Stevens and Peter Dykema, editors, Sn, p.12 6 .
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smiled on them. Now, it nears the time for the Indians to

come to eat the first Thanksgiving dinner. So, the Pilgrims

return with great satisfaction in their hearts.

(The Pilgrims rise and while repeating the same song,

they pantomime filing from church. They exit to the right.

They leave their guns and Bibles and re-enter at right

front as the Indians enter from right back. They greet each

other in the center front of stage.)

SLEVINTH PILGRIM: (As he greets the Indian Chief)

Welcome, White Cloud! welcome to you and all your tribesmen

to our first Thanksgiving dinner. You have been our good

friends.

WRITE CLOUD: Yes, we friends. We glad to help white

man.

SIXTH PILGRIM: It has been with your help and the mercy

of God that we have been able to make our home here.

INDIAN BRAVE: Ate man good to Indian, too.

SEMTH PILGRIM: Come now, the food is on the table.

WHITE CLOUD: We happy to eat first Thanksgiving with

white man.

(All gather about an imaginary oblong table in the center

of the stage. Indians and Pilgrims alternate about the table.

Some of the girls might stand back as though they planned to

serve the meal. When all have taken their places, the First
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Pilgri , who should be at the head of the table, raises his

arms for the prayer. All bow their heads.)

Slow Curtain
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A PAN-AIERICAN PAGEANT

(Pan-Americanism is the basis for the plan of hemi-

spheric solidarity and there needs to be material to

further that purpose for children of all ages. This play

proposes to acquaint our children with significant facts

concerning various American countries.)

Cast

Liberty

North America

South America

Alaska

Greenland

Canada

Canadian Singers

United States

United States Dancers

Mexico

Mexican Children

Cuba

Cuban Singers

Central America

Brazil

Brazilian Singers

Venezuela

Colombia

Colcmbian Dancers

Ecuador

Peru

Bolivia

Paraguay

Uruguay

Uruguayan Singers

Chile

Argentina

Argentine Dancers

etting.--The stage needs only a cyclorama curtain and

a large gold throne on a dais at center back. If desired,

a rack could be placed on either side of the throne to be
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used to hold the flags. Above the throne, a banner with the

word "America" is hung. The use of bright colors and light-

ing will give a gay effect.

Time.--Pan-American Day of any year.

(The music of"America, the Beautiful" begins as the

curtains open. Liberty enters dressed in a long white robe

and wearing a gold crown. She advances to the throne, step-

ping to the music, climbs the steps, faces the audience and

stretches out her hands. The music stops.)

LIBERTY: Today is the greatest of all days to me. To-

day is the time when all my children come to visit together

and to know each other better. (She lowers her arms.) As

in all families there may be misunderstandings now and then,
but today helps to wipe out all of that. For today my chil-

dren will come here to dance and sing and talk together.

Where are my helpers? (She claps her hands.)

(Enter North. and South America from either side dressed

as typical children of their lands.)

LIBERTY: Ah, North America and South anerica, is

everyone here?

1ORTH MERICA: Yes, Liberty, everyone is here from

North America.

SOUTH MERICA: Si, Libertad, everyone is here from

77
John W. Beattie and others, The Golden Book of

Favorite gaM, p. 7.---
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South America.

LIBERTY: Good! I am very happy today. I have looked

forward to this day. Let all of them come in.

NORTH and SOUTH AIERICA: Yes, Liberty.

(They exit in opposite directions to the music of the

same song. From both sides enter children dressed to repre-

sent the countries of North and South America, one child from

each country. They march on stage and take places about it

facing Liberty. Each one is carrying a flag of the country

he represents and he may also be carrying fruit or flowers

that are typical of his country.)

LIBERTY: My dear children, I am so happy to have each

of you here. It is good to see all of you together as the

one big, happy family which you are.

BRAZIL: I am glad to be here.

CANADA: So am I.

ALL: Yes (or) S3.

LIBERTY: That is wonderfulZ I wish ye did this more

often, but we are all so busy that we our separate ways too
much. Just once a year we declare a day of Pan-America.

Shall we continue to do this?

ALL: Yes (or) S1.

LIBERTY: That is good. yNov, let us hear from each of
you so that all may know how it is with everyone.

MXICO: Let us start with North America.
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LIBERTY: Very well. Cold Alaska, how are you,today?

(Liberty sits and all form a large semi-circle and turn

to face Alaska. As each representative is called upon, he

steps forward and receives the attention of all the others.

At the close of his speech, he retires to the flag rack and

places his flag there, then returns to his place in the semi-

circle.)

ALASKA: It has been very cold this winter, but the

fishing has been fine. I will be sending all of you much

salmon for your tables.

GBEETLAND: It has been cold in Greenland, too, but

we are used to it. The fishing was good with us, too. How

have you been, Canada?

CANADA: This has been a very busy year. I had abundant

crops of wheat and oats. 'We have milk and coal for all, and

I will send you a great deal of flour for your bread. How

was your wheat, United States?

UNITED STATES: The same as yours, very good. In the

south, our cotton was fine, and it will help to clothe you.

O0r cattle roam the land, and there will be beef for all.

Mexico, we depend on you for cabrito and wool.

aX100: S1, and you may continue to depend on me.

Our goats and sheep are many. Our people, as usual, are

happy. Cuba, what do we hear from you?

CULa: Our people are happy, also. They dance and
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sing all of the time. I will send you sugar and tobacco

from our great plantations.

CENTRAL AMERICA: Now, I am next. I am the one who

joins you together into one great continent. I guard the

great Panama Canal so that trade may continue among you.

BRAZIL: That is right, Central America, you help us

all and we are glad you are there. The great stores of

coffee and sugar that I send to the others must pass through

the canal almost every day. Now, Venezuela...

VENTEhZTUELA: Yes, Brazil, all of us are grateful to

Central America. My coffee, cocoa, rubber and dyewood

pass there, too, going to the other Americas.

CULObBIA: You will be glad to know that we have loads

of bamboo to send so that everyone may go fishing. Along

with it I will send India rubber, bananas, silver, gold and

salt,

JCUADOR: My bananas were many, this year, too, Colombia.
All of you will enjoy my pineapples, and, as usual, I will

send you cocoa.

PERU: Yes, Ecuador, you never fail us when it comes

to cocoa. My contributions will be silver, copper, sugar

and coffee. Bolivia, how has it been with you?

BOLIVIA: Again it will be my minerals you will want

most, Peru. I vill send out great quantities of copper,
zinc, gold and tin to help you in your work. Paraguay and
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Uruguay, what will you have this year?

PARAGUAY: Oh, my rice, wool and leather will help all

of you through the winter to come.

URUGUAY: I shall send beef, flour, maize and olives.

Paraguay and I may be small but ye wish to be relatives.

CHtILE: You are, and no mistake. We would not wish

to be without any one of you. I am sending wheat, apples,

grapes, copper and nitrates.

ARGENT INA: Cattle and wheat in abundance will come

from me. I do not send so many things as my slim sister,

Chile.

LIBERTY: Do not worry, Argentina, each of you has

your place that could not be taken by another. I am so

happy to have these excellent reports from each of you.

You are very fine children who try to share with one
another. I am equally proud of each of you. Now, to the
fun of the day. Does anyone have a song or dance for us?

ARGELTINA: Yes, America, my dancers are here. They
will do a jolly dance and song to poke fun at the birds,

the fox and so on. It is called "Palapala." (Argentina

claps.)

78
. 8Irma Labastille, Canciones T2(music). Irma Labastille, Under the Souther Stars' 6(dance). -r,- p.6
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Palapala

PC, -6o-P3._ic~a- o Pa o je-010. cn-II- 'pcc- ro -r PQ~=A~-10 ?"Ico

(The music begins as dancers come from the left, run-

inI in lightly to the music. They take their plces for

the dance. Four verses are to be used Uith everyone singing.

They exit in couples with the same step to the right.)

ALL: (Clau) Good. (or) Bueno(

U UGUAY: Vow, Liberty, would you like a plaintive song

irom Uruguay?

LIERTY: Yes, indeed, your songs are always beautiful.

Ahat will it be?
79

UR UGUAY; This one is called, "Vidalita,"' a gaucho

song. Listen...

(Music begins and the singers come from the left in

twos or small groups, one or more carrying guitars, a few

with wooden stools. The stools are placed center front and

those with guitars sit or place a foot on the stools. The

song is begun as soon as they have taken their places. It

should be sung through, hummed and sung a second time. At

its close, the rusic is repeated and the singers wander off

to the right, taking the stools gtn them. (Allclap.)

79
Labastille, Canciones Tipoicas, pp. 18-20k
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COLOMBIA: I would like to have my dancers perform for

you, Liberty. Their dance is to the music of "Ya Chiqui-
80

tita,"

LIBERTY: Good, Colombia, tell them to come.

(Music begins and the dancers enter from both sides,

dancing into a straight line across the front of the stage.

They sing the words before dancing to places for the dance.

At the close, they dance off either side as they came on.

All clap.)

ERAZIL: Now from the south of Brazil comes a Brazilian-
21Indian song called "Cabocla Bonita," sung in Portuguese.

Would you like to hear it, Liberty?

Cabocl Boruta

an-dotu m-ba no sn-boai rneu be1 C jo fro s -n

Q <an-dotu som-ba ro sam-bci mnd r r-e mURI jc ro ho-

Quevem&Oo em 'o,ai meubem em-bus-cado seu inn -ai1Co bo co -

flJQ Qt~ baL-wh c babo ___6r- um er h~i-.-t hQ1i

LIBERTY: Yes, indeed. I always enjoy your songs,

for you are my only child to sing in Portuguese.

80
ibid., pp. 8-10 (music).Labastille, Under the Southern

jqtars, p. 5 (dance).

81
Labastille, Canciones Tiicas, pp. 26-27.



(A small group of Brazilian singers enter from left,

walking slowly. They begin singing as soon as they begin

to walk, and they continue to sing and walk across the

stage, never stopping until they reach the right wings of

the stage. By this time the song should be ended.)

CUBA: Liberty, in little Cuba, we have a song known
82

as "Niia Pancha." It is a very pretty song!

LIBERTY: Let us hear it.

(The first thirteen measures of this song are to be

omitted. Beginning with the last note of measure fourteen,

a soloist enters from the left and stands at center front

to sing the first verse. During the last eight measures of

the first verse, the chorus members stroll in from both sides,
partners hand-in-hand, to stand in a semi-circle to sing the

second verse. They may sway to the music, finish the song and

then stroll off appearing to converse.)

I fXICO: This year I want all of you to see one of the

many singing games our children love. It is called "La
83

Huerfanita," meaning the Little Orphan.

LIBERTY: It is delightful to have the children come

to visit us.

82
Allena Luce, Canciones Poplires, pp. 66-69.

83
The panish-American S and Game BookI OrksAdministration Project of New Mexico, pp. 38-39. Progress
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(Music starts and the children enter from the left

skipping and calling to one another. They take their places

and sing as they play the game. Three different orphans

should be used. As the song ends, a voice off-stage calls,

"Enrique, Earla, Guiller11o," and the children run off the

stage to the right, laughing. All clap.)

UNITED STATES: An old dance that has been done for
84

years by our people is the"Virginia Reel." Would you

like to see it, Liberty?

LIBERTY: It is one of the liveliest of your country.

I like the old fashioned costumes so much.

(The dancers enter from both sides and dance about the

stage into two parallel lines, from footlights toward the

back of the stage, to begin the dance. It is carried on

with much hand-clapping and calling and at its close the

dancers dance off in couples. Alll clap.)

CANADA: Now, Liberty, may I end these festivities with

a more serious song? Would you stand and listen to our
85singers perform our national anthem, "0 Canada?"

(Liberty stands as a signal for the audience to stand

as the music begins. Singers enter from left, marching in

84
Elizabeth Burchenal, American Country-Dances, Vol. II,pp. 10-13.

35'
Bryceson Treharne, editor, National Anthems of theUnited Nations, pp. 11-12. L
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double lines to form a large semi-circle at center front.

At the conclusion of the national anthem, the singers exit

to the right, then all t he dancers and singers of all the

countries tha t have performed return to the stage. If this

is too many, one or two of each group may return. They
36

march on to the tusic o "Americ , the Ieautiful," which

beg ins cas soon as the anthem is finished. They form paralLel

lines from footlights toward the back, leaving an aisle in

frontt uf Liberty's throne.

Liberty rises and steps down from the throne, marches

orCrd to the footlights at center front, All on stage nov

lace thc audience and each repreenttive ties his flag

fron the stand and, worming a line, they march down the aisle

and then to either side of Liberty across tie front of the

stage. All join in singing0 "Jimerica, the Beautiful" in

English A t the end, a1 the fLags are raised to full arm

:eight nd vaved vigorously as the curtain closes.)

Quick Curtain

86
Beatt ie, Og. C-1.,p.
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THE VISION OF GUADALUPE

A RADIO PLAY

(Mexicans have great faith in the Madonna of Guada-

lupe, and images of her are to be found everywhere in

Mexico. Guadalupe is the Mother Mary who, according to

legend, appeared to a lowly Uexican peon and told him to

see, through the bishop, that a temple was built in her

honor in that particular place.

Today, a temple stands there and in it is a beautiful

picture of her.)

Cast

The Narrator

Juan, a poor Mexican man

Guadalupe, the Virgin Vary

Attendant of the cathedral in Mexico City

Bishop of the cathedral in Mexico City

Wife of Juan

Uncle of Juan

The sound crew

The music crew
87

MUSIC: Theme Nocturne, in, under.

NARRATOR: The Vision of Guadalupe!

87

0. 7o
Ellen Jane Lorenz, editor, Church Piano Classics,
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MUSIC: Under, out.

NARRATOR: Many years ago, on December ninth, 1531, an

old Indian man named Juan Diego, was walking along the

lexican countryside on his way to early mass in Mexico City

three and one-half miles away. Juan was a Christian who

had but recently begun to believe in God, Christ, and Mother

Mary. It was very early in the morning, the countryside was

dim about him. As he climbed a hill he heard lovely music.
88

LISIC: Ave a'a by Gounod in, under.

NARRATOR: It sounded like the singing of many birds. On

his reaching a higher place, a bright light seemed to cover

the hillside and a delicate and shinlhg, white cloud circled

by rainbows appeared close before him. It parted and within

the cloud appeared the most beautiful woman that Juan had

ever seen. She was tall, slender, with a brown skin like

his own. Juan ell upon his knees.

GUADALUPE: Juan Diego, my son, for whom I feel a

delicate and tender love, wither goest thou? I am the

Virgin Mary. Tell the bishop that it is my wish that a

temple shall be built upon this place, where I shall show

myself a pious mother to this nation and grant special favors

to all those who may come to ask my help in th6it hour of

need. Go thou forth, my son, and tell all that thou hast

88
Charles Gounod, Ave
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seen and heard. I will repay thee for thy efforts. Go
89

thou in peace.

NARRATOR: As Juan raised his head, the vision disap-

peared.

MUSIC: Under, out.

NARRATOR: He was so surprised, so awed, he hardly

knew what to do. The lovely lady had said to tell the

bishop about the temple. That's what he should do, at once.

So, through the dim morning, Juan hurried along toward

Mexico City.

SOUND: Clatter of streets, carts, walking, babble of

speech. Fading, a knock.

ATTENDANT: What do you want?

JUAN: I come to see the "Protector of the Indians,

the Dishop."

ATTENDANT: He cannot see you now, for he is very busy

with the affairs of the cathedral.

JUAN: But this is very important...

ATTENDANT:(breaking in) It must wait until later.

JUAI: No, I must see him at once. I have had a vision.

ATTENDANT: Come, inside.

SOUND: Street noises stop suddenly as a door closes.

ATTENDANT: Wait here. I will see.

Burton Holmes, editor, Mexico, p. 31.
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NARRATOR: This was the first of many such times of

waiting for Juan, but at last....(fading)

ATTENDANT: The bishop will see you now. Follow me.

SOUND: A door opens and closes.

BISIHOP: (A kindly but tired voice) What do you wish

to see me about, my man?

JUAN: Oh, sir, I have had a wonderful vision. The

Mother Mary appeared to me on a hill early this morning.

She was so beautiful. In that spot she wants a temple built

for her. She said to tell you.

BISHOP: If all this be true, why did she not appear to

me?

JUAN: I do not understand, because I am so poor and un-

worthy I can't see why she chose me.

BISP: Couldn't this have been a dream?

JUAN: Oh, no sir, I saw her as I came to early pass.

I was walking along...

BISHOP: But many people have visions, they tell me

about them and they mean nothing; why should I accept this?

JUAN: The other Mary said to build a temple. Wonit

you come with me? I'll show you the place.

BISHOP: Juan, I fear you have been confused by this new

teaching of Christianity. You have become a Chtistian r@cent-

ly that you have only imagined all this.

JUAN: (Agitatedly) No, it couldn't be that. I saw her,
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I heard her2

BISHOP: You are a good man and a devout one, but I'm

afraid the revelations of Christianity have overcome you.

JUAN: Father, won't you come to the place and let me

show you?

BISHOP: It will do no good for me to see the place.

It would not prove the vision.

JUAN: She trusted me with her message. What shall I

do?

BISHOP: Give me time to think this matter over. It is

the most unusual vision ever reported to me. When I have

thought about it, I shall decide what is best to do.
90 .

MUSIC: Theme Nocturne in, under, out.

SOUNDS: Draggitg footsteps through next speech.

JUAN: He would not listen to me. He would not believe

me. The may not think that I tried. I am not worthy of her

trust. She should have chosen someone else. Ah, here is the

places If only I could see her again. I'll rest here.

(Sighs)

SOUND: Dragging footsteps stop.
91

MUSIC: Ave Mara in, under.

GUADALUPE: My son, you are unhappy!

90
Lorenz,2 p.._it., p. 7

Ibid.
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JUAN: I am very unhappy. The bishop did not believe

my story. Je thinks that because I am only recently a

Christian I am overwrought and only imagine I have seen

you. If I may say this, please, might not it be better to

ask another more important and worthy than I?

GUADALUPE: My son, I lack neither servants nor fol-

lowers to send; but it pleases me that thou shouldst be my

messenger, and through thee I wish to carry out my will.

Speak again to the bishop; tell him that he must on this

spot build a temple in my honor and that I am the Most Holy
92

Virgin Mary who sends thee.

JUAN: I am your messenger and your servant. Tomorrow

I shall talk again to the bishop.

MUSIC0 Ave Maria under, out.

SOUNDS: Street sounds fading in, up, and under. A

knock.

ATTEIJANT: Oh, it is you again.

JUAN: Yes, I wish to see the bishop.

ATTENDANT: Very well, he said he would see you if you

came back.

SOUND: Door opens and closes and street noises stop.

JUAN: Father, I come again. I have seen the Holy

Mother again, in the same place and in the same way. It is

92
Holmes, _. cit.., p. 82.
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an humble one whom she has made her messenger to you. It is

the command of our Holy Mother that a temple be built in

her honor at that place. She has chosen you as the one to

carry out her command. Do not fail her in this! Come with

me to the place, I beg of you.

BISHOP: Well, then, tell the Lady to send me a sign

by which I may know who she is so that I may obey her com-
93

mands.

JUAN: Kind Father, I thank you and I shall try to

bring you a sign. I shall return soon.
94TJSIC: Theme Nocturne in, up loud, fading and stops.

NAIRRATOR: Juan could not know that matters at his

home might prevent his keeping his promise to the bishop.

As Juan left the cathedral, he was followed by two'of the

bishop's men. But as Juan neared the place where he was to

see the Mother Mary again, he faded from their sight and

they could not find him again. During the meeting, Juan

told Mother Mary of the bishop's request and she bade him

return to that place the next day when she would give him

the sign. Then Juan went along the road toward his home.

Near the door of his house he was met by his wife, on whose

face was a worried look.

I:FE It is good that you have returned home, my

93 94Ibid., p. 82. Lorenz, .. cit., p. 7.
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husband. Our uncle has fallen very ill today and I fear

he may not recover.

JUAN: OUr dear uncle, who has been a father to me!

It must not bel What is the matter?

WIFE: I do not know, but he has called for you all

day. Come.

SOUND: Footsteps that slow up and stop.

JUAN: Dear uncle, here I am. What may I do for you?

Ask anything of me.

UNCLE:(A very weak voice) I am very ill, Juan. It is
my greatest desire that a priest may be with me at the last.

JUAN: I will go now for the one in the village.

UNCLE: No, Juan, I can wait until the morning. Then

you will go?

JUAN: As soon as the light begins to dawn.

NARRATOR: True to his promise, Juan started for the
village as the first light of morning began to creep over
the land. Juan loved his uncle and was very anxious to bring
aid to him, so as he reached the hill where the vision had
appeared to him, he decided that unless he wished to be de-
layed, he should take another pathway about the hill. Nothing
must prevent the priest from reaching his uncle in time.
As he hurried along this lower path, he was amazed to see the
cloud and the vision moving slowly down the side of the hill
directly into his path.
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95
MUSIC: Ave Marfa in, under.

GUADALUPE: Whither goest thou, my son? Be not anxious,

my son, for the health of thine uncle. Art thou not under

my protection? Rest assured that even at this very instant

he is well. And now, go thou up to the summit of this hill
96

and gather some roses for me.
97

MUSIC: Ave. Maria under, out.

NARRATOR: Although Juan knew that roses could not grow

in such a rocky place, he obeyed at once. At the summit there

were many roses, a big bed of them from which he gathered

an armful. On his return, the Mother Mary took them gently

in her hands, then arranged them in the folds of his rough

cloak.
98

MUSIC: A&ive.Mara begins again, under.

GUADALUPE: This is the sign which thou shalt take to
99

the bishop,

MUSIC: Under, out.

NAIRRATOR: Juan had never been so happy as he hurried

along to the cathedral. His uncle was well again and now

he had the sign for the bishop.

95 96
Gounod, -. cit. Holmes, p.. cit., p. 83.

97 98Gounod, op. __t. Ibid.

99
Holmes, OP. fit., p. 84.
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SOUND: Street sounds followed by a knock.

ATTENDANT: Come in; the bishop is awaiting you.

S3DUND: Street sound stops as a door opens and closes.

BISHOP: What have you there?

JUAN: I have her sign. I have just come from seeing

her and she sent these beautiful roses that grew on a

rocky hill as her sign.

BISHOP: Roses? Pour them out on the table here.

That's rightly
100

MUSIC: Ave Marfa begins suddenly, under.

BISHOP; Oh What is that? Look -- a picture -- of

her -- on your cloak!

JUAN: Father,it is her picture just as I saw her

last. I did not know it was there. She gave me only the

roses.

BISHrOP: It is indeed a vision and a wondrous sign.

Let me have the cloak for all to see. Now, show me the

place. A temple shall be built immediately.

MUSIC: Under, out.

NARRATOR: So Juan took the bishop to see the place.

Within two weeks a small shrine was built. To that shrine

has been added more and more until today, the building is

large. within the shrine hang the beautiful picture on

100
Gounod, Qf._cit.
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Juan's cloak, but now it is framed in gold behind a

silver rail. Many of the world's greatest artists have

examined this picture and none has ever determined the

substance with which it was painted. All dexico and much

of the world visits this shrine and many believe that

miracles are performed here by the Mother Mary. She is

called the Virgin of Guadalupe and is the most important

saint of all Mexico.



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

It has been the purpose of this thesis to organize

a variety of materials on Latin-Anglo-American relations

in such a way as to aid the teacher of music, music-

auditorium, speech, or the classroom teacher, who is in

need of a culminating project following a unit on Latin-

America or some related activity, to find added plays or

at least materials from which plays may be written on

Latin-American relations and culture.

The ten plays are the result of this effort and are

within the range of the dramatic and musical abilities of

the average intermediate school child. This has been dem-

onstrated within the writer's experience, who, during the

course of the writing of this thesis, has used four of

these plays for intermediate school assemblies, Parent-

Teacher Association, and the Musical Culture Club of

Edinburg, Texas.

Furthermore, it was the purpose of this thesis to

help in a small way, the mutual understanding of the

Latin-Anglo-American child. This, too, was demonstrated

during the preparation and performance of these plays.

The Anglo children were interested in the customs of Mexico

as compared to their own customs; anxious to learn correct

164
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Spanish pronunciation from the teacher and the Latin-American

pupils; and careful in learning to do the steps of the

dances in order to get the rhythm and mood just as the

Mexican does. To the Latin-American child it was even more

interesting because the material dealt with his ancestors'

homeland, with which he might or might not be acquainted;

he was proud to help the Anglo child with the Spanish words

and the steps of the dances, if he knew them; and doubly so

when referred to on pronunciation by the teacher; he was

happy to contribute Mexican costumes or properties. When

Mexicans are so often starved for recognition and attention,

their spirits are raised and their ego boosted when they

are able to use their own language in song and speech in

the presentation of a program. Doubtless this motivated

many students to greater activity in learning.

If one of these plays can add anything to a child's

store of information or cause a favorable reaction to the

material, then perhaps the writer has succeeded somewhat.

As a result of the performance of Las Posadas, two children

expressed thoughts which had been inspired by seeing or

participating in the play. One Anglo child said she wished

she might go to vexico for Christmas because they had more

fun there than in the United States. A Latin-American boy

said his mother had often described to him the observance

of Las Posadas, as she had experienced it while growing up

14 1 1 WA - - 'l- 114 -
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in Mexico, but it did riot mean a great deal to him till he

took part in the Jlay. Others may have felt tnis way but

dd inot CexpeS S -emselves to the writer.

The songs oi the plays were chosen to give opp-ortunity

Tor the use of the Spanish language. If the teacher or any
student can pronounce opanish, the use of the exican songs

is a foregone conclusion; if no one in the school can be

loundR Io has an adequate knowledge of banishh uronunciation,

the sons may be used in Enlish translations or omitted.

F t y sonsY iere used, twenty-eig.tht in Spanish, twenty in
I-nglishone in ancient Indian and one in Fortuguese. Lany
of the songs ;ere translated in the reference copies,

The bibliography gives amyle evidence of th e extent of
sources of rmaterials dealing ith the subject at hand. thue
probably many more materials are available, there is con-
s durable over-lapping o these references and aids sug-

uste d. Although there is an apparent large supply of

materia-s in ne on*this subject, there is little that
I peoar"ed speciicallyor use in the intermedate school.
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